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TOMS-EP CDR Agenda 
Day 1 3 August 1992 
Time Subject 
8:00 Mission Objectives 
8:30 Project Overview 
PDR Actions/Open Issues 
Subcontractors 
Performance Assurance Implementation 
9:30 Key Requirements Vs. Capabilities 
10:30 System Implementation 
System Description 
System Design Integration: 
Mechanical Integration 
Electrical Integration, Command and Telemetry 
12:00 LUNCH 
1 :00 Interfaces: 
Launch Vehicle Interfaces and Integration 
Spacecraft Bus to Instrument 
Spacecraft/Ground 
2:30 Spacecraft Modes/Redundancy Management 
3:30 System Performance 
Mass Properties 
1, CDR Agenda 
Alignment Budgets 















TOMS-EP CDR Agenda 
Day 2 4 August 1992 
Time Subject 
8:00 TRW Eagle Test Bed (ETB) - M2 High Bay 
Subsystem Design and Verification 
9:00 Structure and Mechanisms Subsystem (SMS) 
10:00 Thermal Subsystem 
11 :00 Orbit Adjust Subsystem (OAS) 
12:00 LUNCH 
1 :00 Communications and Data Handling 
Subsystem (C&DHS) 
2:00 Electrical Power & Distribution Subsystem (EPDS) 
3:00 Attitude Control and Determination 
Subsystem (ACDS) 
4:00 Flight Software 












TOMS-EP CDR Agenda 
Day 3 5 August 1992 
Time Subject 
8:00 System Verification 
8:30 Spacecraft Verification 


















3, CDR Agenda 




Reliability IFM EA 
System Safety 
Contamination Control 
Materials and Processes 
EEE Parts 
Hardware Quality Assurance 
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TOMS-EP 
Subsystem Design and Verification 
• • • 
TOMS-EP 
Structure and Mechanisms Subsystem 
J. Castan 
1, Structure 
• • • 








~ .. . 
I .. . 
o Nadir platform equipment carried 
by honeycomb sandwich panel 
(through bending) to outer rails 
and down longerons to middle 
platform. 
' .. 
o Loads from longerons carried 
across outer edge of middle 
platform through shear and bending 
in mid platform and support rail 
to central cone. 
o Loads from Nadir and middle 
platforms carried by central cone 
to separation system. 
o Tank loads reacted by bathtub 
fittings to cone skin and 
stringers. 
• 
• • • 
System Overview - Deployment Sequence 
4, Structure 
Key Requirements Versus Capabilities ~R··· I _ 
VERIF.* 
REQUIREMENT CAPABILITY METHOO 
T A I D 
SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENT INTERFACES COMPLIES WITH ICD 305506 X 
STRUCTURE SHALL BE DESIGNED TO LOAD ALL MARGINS OF SAFETY AGAINST DESIGN LOADS X X 
FACTORS STATED IN D19249 AND D19250 POSITIVE 
(REF. IOC L122.2.91-060) DOCUMENTS 
STRUCTURE SHALL BE DESIGNED TO MEET ALL M.S. > 0.0 AGAINST REQUIRED SAFETY FACTORS X 
THE FOLLOWING FACTORS OF SAFETY 
0 1.25 AGAINST YIELD 
0 1.4 AGAINST ULTIMATE 
(REF. SPEC: SS1-0021) 
STRUCTURE SHALL BE DESIGNED TO MEET 0 SPACECRAFT FIRST BENDING MODE = 32 Hz X X 
THE FOLLOWING STIFFNESS REQUIREMENTS 0 SOLAR ARRAY STOWED FIRST BENDING MODE = 24 Hz 
0 PRIMARY STRUCTURE > 32 Hz 0 SOLAR ARRAY DEPLOYED, FIRST MODE = 1.16 Hz 
0 SOLAR ARRAYS STOWED > 22 Hz 
0 SOLAR ARRAYS DEPLOYED ~ 1 Hz 
(REF. D19252) 
INSTRUMENT MOUNT SHALL MEET THE COMPLY X X 
REQUIREMENTS STATED IN SPEC: SS1-0021 
INSTRUMENT ALIGNMENTS SHALL COMPLY COMPLY X X 
WITH ICDS; ALIGNMENT BUDGET SE-18 
DEPLOYMENT SYSTEM MUST COMPLY WITH COMPLY X X 
SPEC: SS1-0021 
ALL MATERIALS MUST MEET STRESS ALL MATERIALS SELECTED ARE FROM MSFC-SPEC-522A, X 
CORROSION REQUIREMENTS, PER TABLE 1 
MSFC-SPEC-522A, TABLE 1 
*VERIFICATION METHOD: T = TEST; A = ANALYSIS; I = INSPECTION; D = DEMONSTRATION 
5, Structure 




Structural Design Requi'rements 
a Structure Design Weight = 680 Ibs 
- 77 Ibs TOMS Instrument 
- Full propellant tank 
- Heavy battery and solar cells 
- Contingency on all units 
o Design limit load factors, obtained from PEGASUS User Guide, and 
direct communications with OSC/NASA and from Base Shake analysis. 
o Stiffness requirements, obtained from PEGASUS User Guide. 
a Stiffness Requirements 
- Primary structure minimum frequency > 32 Hz 
- Solar arrays stowed minimum frequency > 22 Hz 
- Deployed solar arrays, minimum frequency > 1 Hz 
o Mechanism requirements (loads and stiffness), obtained from dynamic 
analysis. 
a Factors of Safety 
1.25 for Yield 
1.40 for Ultimate 
a Minimum Margins of Safety 
- Strength >0.0 




Structural Design Requirements (Continued) 
o LAUNCH LOADS 
FROM IOC LI22.2.91-160, "TOMS/ETB DESIGN LIMIT LOADS ASSOCIATED 
WITH PEGASUS XLC", 15 OCTOBER 1991, BY K. S. ANDERSON, AND 
ICD: IS3-000B. 








CFR: CAPTIVE FLIGHT RELEASE 










*PLATFORM AXIAL LOADS ARE 1.5G LESS AT EDGES 
• 
LATERAL EVENT 
±4.5 Xs/ e CFR 
±1 Ys/ e 
±1.2 2ND STAGE 
±2 PF* 
±12 -




















OAS MODULE ASSEMBLY 
ASSEMBLY 







• 007 2024-TJ ALUMINUM FACESJ-IEETS 
.300 J. 1-1/8-07P 5052 ALUMINUM CORE 




.040 2024-T81 ALUMINUM fACESHEETS 
• 750 6. 1-1/8-15PI5056IE ALUMINUM CORE. 
E151015 NADIR PLATFORM (TOP) 
9, Structure 
• 
,06J 2024-T81 ALUHINUM fACESHEETS . 
CHEB BILLEO TO .055 AT EDGE ANII .025 IN CENTER 
.500 O. 1-I/B-20PI5056IE ALUHINlft1 CORE 
. 


















It;;;;;;~~;;;;;~~.~. ;;;. ~.~.~. ~;;~-Z-2. 500 
-'-------r-l.- Z-O.OOO 
EI51000 LOUER RING 
EI51007 OilS PLATFORM 
E151003 OAS MODULE 
• • 








.050 2219-T31 I\LUMINUM SHEET 



































I SOLfl. TOF~ 
E151040 
PLATE 
E151037 RESTRAINT ASSY 
• 
'IR. 
Solar Array Hinges 
·L 
EI51025 " EI51026 EI51023 
HINGE r STOP r HINGE 
HALF / HALF 
~
. r EI51024 EI51030 
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Finite Element Model 










1300 GIUD POINTS 
q12 UEAM ELEMENTS 
lO~" PLATE ELEI~ENTS 
DENSITY USED FOR STRUCTURAL 
r~EI~UEHS 
NSM USED FOR MISCELLANEOUS 
HEIGIIT (INSULATION, HARNESS, 
ETC. ) 
DYNAMICS ANALYSIS 
• ON-ORBIT MODES 
DESCRIPTION (SEPARATION TO EOl) 
NO. PRIMARY MOTION SECONDARY MOTION 
1 SYMMETRIC FLAPPING SYMMETRIC TORSION ABOUT Y 
2 ASYMMETRIC FLAPPING ASYMMETRIC TORSION ABOUT Y 
3 SYMMETRIC TORSION ABOUT Z ASYMMETRIC FLAPPING 
4 SYMMETRIC TORSION ABOUT Y SYMMETRIC FLAPPING 
5 ASYMMETRIC TORSION ABOUT Z ASYMMETRIC FLAPPING 
6 ASYMMETRIC TORSION ABOUT Y SYMMETRIC FLAPPING 
7-12 ARRAY HINGE TRANSLATION 
• STOWED MODES 
FREQUENCIES (Hz) 
























11 THRUSTER SUPPORT BENDING 37.3 
12 37.4 
15 CORE MODULE BREATHING 42.7 
15, Structure 
• • • 
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STRENGTH M.S. • to.21 
FLANGE BENDING M.S. • to.15 
MIDDLE RAIL 
7075-T7351 PLATE. 
STRENGTH M.S. • to.31 







.040 IN. 2024-TOI FACESHEET 
.75 IN. THK 1/8-5056-.0015, 6. I pef CORE 
BEARING M.S .• +0. II 
LONGERON 
7075-17311 EXTRUSION 
LOCAL BUCKLING M.S. • +0.49 
FLANGE BENDING M.S. • +0.23 
CENTRAL PLATFORM 
.055 IN. 2024-T81 fACE SHEET 
. CI-IEH-MI LLED TO .025 
.5 IN. THK \/8-5056-.002. O. J reF conE 
DEARING M.S .• +0.15 
CORE 51·IEAR M. S. = .. 0. J 6 
17, Structure 
• 
Margins of Safety (Continued) 
OAS Module 
OAS PlAlFmll 
. m II .. 2024-)11 rra!UEl 
.1 IH. 11~ ,iHOS&-.DDI. 4.5 I'll COl 
(£N!II«I H. S ••• D.ll 
\:-'7~ C(R SUR'" Ullil 
, ~ IO/S-lmIIUIE 
. . '. . !llllll" 11.5 ...... , 
~ 
~'----- SlUlIlIlHlnY 1I1111CIIENI 
\£IV/II" H.5 .•• 0.21 
- lOYEil I1l1l1; 
'DII-1Il11 It ME 
[(JUUlU LEflJlIll n.5 .• '0 .•• 
• 
COr-«:SI(IN~' 
.050 III. 111<' 2219-101 9EO 
((AlIIIIG It. 5.· .0. 16 
lUCklllG II. S ••• 0.16 
T IIlf( III fliCKEr 
1015-li1511'1.IIIE 
5111flKilii H. S .•• 0.14 
OIll''I.IIK; Ii. 5 .•• 0.27 
U1I1 OIlIlCKH -----
1015- Ill51 .IUIE 




Fllll«1E lUCXlING H.5 .•• 0.16 
OCAlIiNG Its .•• 0.11 
~ CIX-JE IISSEHOl Y 
UU:XlING H. S .•• 0.70 
INTEIlI-IEDIIITE /lING 
107S-11J51 PUlE 
511ENGlII fl. 5 ••• 0.10 
• 
• • 
Margins of Safety (Continued) 
Closure Panels 
BEARING M.S. a to.22 
BUCKLING M.S. a +0.19 . 
FACE DIMPLING M.S. • +0.15 
CENTER BODY CLOSURE PANEL 
.020 IN. 2024-TOI FACESHEET 

















OUTBOARD BODY CLOSURE PANEL 
.020 IN. 2024-TOI FACESHEET 
CHEM-MILLEO TO .007 IN 
.30 IN. THK 1/8-5052-.0007, 3. I PCF CORE 
Margins of Safety (Continued) 
Solar Array Substrate 
SOLAR CELLS 
M.S .• +HIGH 
BENDING 
P-IOO FACESHEET. OUTER PANEL 




P-IOO FACESHEET. CENTER PANEL 
M.S .• +0.07 
BENOING 
/" 
CORE SHEAR. 6. 1 PCF 
M.S. - +0.16 
CORE CRUSHING. 6. I PCF 
M. S. • +0.71 
~ DOUBLER. T-300. 8 PLIES 
M.S .• +0.08 
COMPRESSION 





RESTRAINT BRACKET. 7075-T73 ALUM. 
M.S. - +0.08 
SHORT BEAM BENDING 
RESTRAINT BRACKET. 
M.S. - +0.00 
FLANGE BENDING 
NOTCHED BOLT. 0.250 DIA. 
M.S .• + 1.53 
AXIA~/BENDING 
/ 
RESTRAINT PLATE. TI 6AL-4V 




Margins of Safety (Continued) 
Primary Hinge 
FIXED HALF. 202d-T651 ALUM. 




M.S. - .0.15 
SHEAR 
20, Structure 
H. S . .... 0, 
D[NDING 
IILUMI NUI1 
HINGE PAD. 2024-T851 
H.S. - .0.49 
BENDING 
Panel Hinge 
LUG. 2024-T851 ALUH. 
H.S. - .0.24 LUG. 2024-T851 ALUM. 
BEARINO H.S. - .0.24 
~OHBINEO BENDING/TENSION 
CUSTOM 455 
. H. S. - .0.27 
BENDING 
STOP. G- I I r I BERGLASS 






Solar Array Hinge Thermal Dislorlion from OAS Plulforlll 
to S,olar Array Surrace 
Hinye Pin Freeplay 
Requirement (Satisfied) 
° Solar Array Panels 
Panel Distortion 
Requirement (Satisfied) 
ALIGNMENT BUDGET vs. ON-ORBIT TIIERMAL DEFORMATIONS 
ITEMS ALLOCATION .... PREDICTION 
TOMS INSTRUMENT RELATIVE 
TO THE SCANWHEEL ASSEMOLIES .0270° .0246° 
TOMS INSTRUMENT RELATIVE 
TO THE FINE SUN ~ENSOR 
ASSEMBLY .046Uo .0410° 
THRUSTERS RELATIVE TO 
THE CONTROL AXES .245° .100· 
.... ALLOCATIONS ARE FROM DI9254, "ALIGNr~ENT BUDGETS HErunT", 
































W/I< I CI(OFF SPR I hIG 
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No explosive hazard 
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System Elements -' )lY-AiM' p,,"Nf 
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Qualification Test Plan 
o Vibration 
o Thermal Cycling 
o Thermal Vacuum 
Testing 
Result 
Selected bolt configuration: 
1/4" dia. bolt~ V-notch, .140" dia. at notch, 
1 M cycles with 1000 lb. preload + 200 Ib cycle 
Contamination outgassing currently being 
worked. 
< 800 G'S at 1000 Hz 




MIlTERlIlL SPI:CIFICllllON III'PllCIITIO~ 
7015·T1351111. PlIITE 00·A·2~0/12 IlINGS, UIlIICKI:TS, IlIIILS 
7076-T13511111. EXTRUDED DAR 00·A·200/11 LONGERONS, STIFFENERS, 
UIlIICKI:TS 
2218·TOl AL SIIEET 00·/\·2~0/30 CONE ASSEMDL Y 
6061-T6 AL SIlEET, PlIITE 00·/\·250111 URACKETS, 
TUDING WW·T·l00/0 IINTENNA SUPPORT 
PLATFORM AND PANEL MI\TERIALS 
M/\lERIAL SPECIFIC/\ liON APPLIC/\ liON 
2024·101 AlUMINUM SIIEET aO·A·2~O/5 IClIIDI FACESIlEETS 
00·A·2~0I4 IUNClIIDI 
5052 AND 5058 AlUMINUM MIL·C·7430 HONEYCOMD CORE 
HONEYCOMD,PERFORATED 
ADHESIVE, EA9020 MT~·13·1 UOND FACESIIEET TO CORE 
ADHESIVE, EA9394 MT5·1D·2 DUSHING AND INSERT 
DONDING 
FILLER. FR 8231/540A MT3·5D·2 CORE AND EDGE FILLER 
SOLAR ARRAY MATERIALS 
MATERIAL SPECIFICATION APPLICATION 
GRAPHITE TAPE, Pl00/190l MT3·ll2-2·3·5 FACESHEET 
GRAPHITE CLOTH, T300/934 MT3·99·1 DOUBLER 
ALUMINUM HONEYCOMD, 5052 MIL·C·743D CORE 
ADHESIVE, FM96U C4D5791·2 DONO FACE SHEET TO CORE 
ADHESIVE, FM·37 MT5·14·2 CORE SPLICING 
FILLER, FR 8231/540A MT3·5D·2 CORE AND EDGE FILLER 
ADHESIVE, Ell 9394 MT5·1D·2 DONDING 
POL YIMIDE FILM MIL·P-461l2, TYPE I INSULATOR 
25, Structure 
• • • 
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TOMS Structural Test Model (STM) 
General Description 
Flight-like TOMS spacecraft bus structure. 
All fabrication techniques, components, materials, will be identical to those 
used on the flight article. 
Flight-like solar arrays (structure). 
a) Solar cells will be mass simulated using lead tape. 
b) Glass cells will be positioned near release device attachment points 
and hinges. 
c) Arrays will be mounted on the STM for specific tests. 
Flight-like array hinges on the STM. 
Flight-like panel hinges solar arrays. 
All significant components, such as the payload, propellant tank and black 
boxes, will be mass simulated, and mounted on the STM. 
26, Structure 
• 
Structural Test Summary 
27, Structure 
• 
a Array Hinge Release - Verify array initial release after STM Environmental 
Test. 
a STM Shock Test. 
a Low Level Frequency Response. 
To determine natural frequencies and responses shapes. 
Structural model validation - tune finite element model to test 
results. 
a Sine Burst Test - To determine capability of structure to withstand design 
loads. 
a Random Vibration Test - (STM) Validate test procedures and determine po~sible 
overtest. 
a Array Hinge Attachment Strength Test - Verify strength of hinge and panel 
interface. 
a InstrumenVspacecraft Attachment Static Test. 
• • 
• • • 
CDA Action Items 
EVENT: SAM CDA (TOMS-EP) 
NUMBER RESPONDER/SUBJECT CREATE DATE DUE DATE STATUS 
SAM-1 D. WALDIE 5/6/92 6/5/92 
INSERT BONDING FULLY FILLED (VERIFICATION) 
SAM-2 B. DOBROTIN/NASA/D. WALDIE 5/6/92 6/5/92 
PAYLOAD INSERT SAME MATERIAL FOR NUT AND BOLT (GALLING) 
SAME-3 L. MELE 5/6/92 5/29/92 
COMPLETE 
FITTING FACTOR CRITERIA RATIONALE 
SAM-4 D. WALDIE 5/6/92 6/12/92 
HINGE ASSEMBLY (WASHERS BETWEEN LUG AND CLEVIS) 
28, Structure 
Subsystem Status ~iI_ 
29, Structure 
• 
o All STM drawings released (61). 
o Seven (7) remaining drawings are flight boxes interface hardware. 
o STM fabrication and assembly is 95% complete. 
o STM solar array panels currently being manufactured - estimated completion 
date is end of August 1992. 
o General Structural Test Plan completed, and submitted to NASA. 
o Detail Test Plan is in work. 
o STM delivery date; August 14, 1992. 
o STM Assembly to be completed on August 30, 1992. 
o STM Vibration Test 
Spacecraft Structure Test, to be completed, on September 30, 1992. 
Solar Array Deployment Test, to be completed on October 30, 1992. 
• • 
• • 
Subsystem Status (Continued) 
30, Structure 
o Flight article delivery date to I&T is November 6, 1992. 
o Remaining tasks after STM Test 
Document STM Test results. 
Convert all experimental (E) drawings to flight drawings. 
Generate Flight ifF drawings. 
Generate L TM and support coupled loads analysis. 
Stress support to release of flight drawings. 
Manufacturing sustaining of flight article. 
• 
• • • 
TOMS-EP 
Thermal Control Subsystem 
D. Wanous 
1, Thermal Control 
• • • 
TOMS THERMAL CONTROL CDR AGENDA 
• THERMAL ENVIRONMENT 
• DESIGN DESCRIPTION 
• REQUIREMENTS VS CAPABILITIES 
• ANALYSES 
• VERIFICATION 
• STATUS/CDA ACTION ITEMS 
2, Thermal Control 
THERMAL ENVIRONMENT 
3, Thermal Control 
• • • 
• • 




CHECKOUT 2 YEAR NORMAL 
~ SCIENCE 1 OPERATIONS . .~ ~ 

















1 ASCENT PHASE 
...... ~I 
1 1 
I ........ __ BOOST 
AIRCRAFT PHASE 
~I 










T+8 T+12 T+25 
MIN MIN MIN 





+4 +5 +6 +7 +8 
DAYS 
INSTRUMENT HIGH 
VOLTAGE ON, BEGIN 
NORMAL SCIENCE 
MISSION 
T+14 +15 +16 
DAYS 
LAUNCH MODE THERMAL ENVIRONMENT 
GROUND OPERATIONS: 
• BEFORE FAIRING ATTACHMENT: TRW SUPPLIED AIR CONDITIONING THROUGH HOLE IN NADIR 
• AFTER FAIRING ATTACHMENT: 
PLATFORM 
OSC SUPPLIED AIR CONDITIONING MAINTAINS COMPONENTS 
WITHIN ACCEPTANCE LIMITS, 
INTERNAL DISSIPATION = 23 WATTS 
CAPTIVE FLIGHT: 
• AIR CONDITIONING SUPPLIED BY OSC MAINTAINS COMPONENTS WITHIN ACCEPTANCE LIMITS 
INTERNAL DISSIPATION = 53 WATTS 
POWERED FLIGHT: 
• WITH FAIRING: FAIRING TEMPERATURE RISES TO 100°C, RELEASE AFTER 157 SECS 
• WITHOUT FAIRING: AERODYNAMIC HEATING UP TO 0.34 BTu/SEc/FT2 
5, Thermal Control 
• • • 
• • • 
ON ORBIT THERMAL ENVIRONMENT 
ORBIT ADJUST PHASE 
• TOMS PROPULSION TAKES VEHICLE FROM INJECTION ALTITUDE (::: 300 KM) TO OPERATIONAL ALTITUDE 
OF 955 KM IN EIGHT DAYS 
OPERATIONAL ORBIT 
• ALTITUDE 955 KM IS ABOVE HEIGHT FOR SIGNIFICANT ATOMIC OXYGEN EFFECTS 
• INCLINATION = 98 DEG, CHARGED PARTICLE FLUX FOR TWO YEARS IS 4X10-4 OF VALUE WHICH CAUSED 
SIGNIFICANT ABSORPTION INCREASES IN IR&D TESTING 
• ORIENTATIONS: EARTH POINTING, SCIENCE MODE 
SUN POINTING, SAFE POWER MODE, ORBIT ADJUST MODE 
ROTATION AROUND Y AXIS AT 1-2 TIMES ORBIT RATE, SAFE HOLD 
• INTERNAL DISSIPATION = 74 WATTS 
• CONTAMINATION DEPOSITION PER SOURCES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
-Y PANEL, 339 ANGSTROMS, /las = 0.034 
OTHER PANELS, 128 ANGSTROMS, /las = 0.013 
6, Thermal Control 
DESIGN DESCRIPTION 
7, Thermal Control 
• • • 
• • 
NASA-GSFC TOMS-EP 
THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (TeS) 
KEY REQUIREMENTS: 
• MINIMIZE HEATER POWER USAGE 
• BIAS BATTERY TEMPERATURE TOWARD LOW END OF 0 TO 200 C OPERATING RANGE 
lEN""OPENINIl 
• MUl n-LAYEn 
INSULATION 
ClOSE·OUT INSIOE 
• EX lEmon INSUlATION 
UP TO MARMON ClAMP 
lENITH PANEL -
• MUlTI·LAYEn INSULATION 
PROPULSION TANMINES 
• TltEnMOSTATlC IlEAlEnS 
• ENClosm IN MULTI-LAYER 
INSUlATION 
• lOW CONOUCTANCE MOUNTlNfl 
EQUIPMENT PlATfORMS 
• CRmCAL COMPONENTS 
MOUN lEO Willi R IV 
• THERMOSTATIC IIEATERS 
THERMOSTAT SPECIFICATION (0 F): 
NADIR (2) OPEN 35 TO 43 
CENTRAL (2) (BATTERY) 42 TO 50 
nUAL "mUSHR l,tomlLE 
·IIIERMOSTAIiC IIEATERS 
, rnll.IEJRElJUNOANT SET 
rOlNIS STAflGERm 
• lOW cnNOl/crANCE 
I.InUNIINfllO STRUCTlJRE 
·/IEAT SIIIHns PAlNTm OlACK 
• VALVE RAnlAIES TO SIC 
INIERIOR 
SCM/WIIHL OPENING 
,MUL TlI.AYER INSUlA nON 
COI.IAIII'" TION OF lOT WHITE PIoINT IoNO 
MULIIU.VER INSUU.1I0N OUTER SURF"'CE 
• INI/£n SURfACE. 
IIIJ\CK rAIN r 
·1.IOUtlIINfl \VlII/ 'lnCRfll)lSS SPACfRS 
• IIIEIIMAL CONIROI nv r[RKIII HMER 
CLOSE 17 TO 25 
29 TO 15 
8, Thermal Control 
• 
... ~.-. I" ••. 
DESIGN CHANGES SINCE PDR 
• ADDED MULTI-LAYER INSULATION TO OUTSIDE OF NON-RADIATOR BODY PANELS 
• ADDED RADIATORS TO -Z PLATFORM FOR SOLAR ARRAY REGULATOR HEAT REJECTION 
• ADDED OPTION TO DISABLE PROPULSION TANK AND PLATFORM HEATERS DURING ECLIPSE USING TIME 
SEQUENCED COMMANDS 
• LEAVE BODY PANEL TEST HEATERS ON FOR FLIGHT 
9, Thermal Control 
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11, Thermal Control 
• 
EXTERIOR INSULATION INSTALLATION 
. ~. 








• • • 
MULTI-LAYER INSULATION DESIGN 
PERFORMANCE 
E-STAR = 0.005 TO 0.03 
1 MIL ALUMINIZED BLACK KAPTON . 2 MIL ALUMINIZED MYLAR 
OUTER LAYER 
20 LAYERS 1/3 MIL OUTER LAYER 
12, Thermal Control 
I ALUMINIZED KAPTON I 
20 LAYERS 1/4 MIL 
Y ALUMINIZED MYLAR 
~~~~ 
~ 2 MIL ALUMINIZED 
KAPTON INNER LAYER 
ALL LAYERS GROUNDED 
EXTERIOR BLANKETS 
EXTERIOR LAYER GROUNDED 
2 MIL ALUMINIZED 
MYLAR INNER 
INTERIOR BLANKETS 
HEATER AND THERMOSTAT LOCATIONS CENTRAL PLATFORM 
CENTRAL PLATFORM, -Z SIDE 
TORQUE ROD(X) 
y sc 



















14, Thermal Control 
• • 
HEATER AND THERMOSTAT LOCATIONS NADIR PLATFORM 
NADIR PLATFORM, +7 
i'i'":!1\\-,- r I NE SUN j;::!=l====LI..b==~I=i{. I.?:'~.) S E ~ S 0 R ( I ) 
\~~. COARSE SUN 
t.41 EGSE 
nRACKET 
~\\ \' SE~jSOR( I) 
W~\ ;~\\ 
~. '~.\ 
~. ;\ rn 'Z). 
I:::::;r~\ At I CNMENT 
~/'O'~ '\\-'~ C~ X ,t! .... ~fl Sf . I /,1 'f';.!1- S - BAN D 
r/.e! ANTENNA 
L COARSE SUN 
SENSOR(3) 
TOMS INSTRUMENT 
NADIR PLATFORM, -Z SIDE 
S-nANO RF SCANWnEEL(2) 
COMBINER 
142 nRACKET 
HEATER BUS MANAGEMENT 
• USING THE SEQUENCED COMMANDS, PROPELLANT TANK AND PLATFORM HEATER BUSES v!ILL BE DISABLED 
FOR ECLIPSE AND ENABLED FOR SUNLIGHT 
• THIS ASSURES THAT TANK AND PLATFORM HEATER POWER WILL NOT INCREASE BATTERY DEPTH OF 
DISCHARGE WHICH IS NEAR THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE 
• ENERGY COMFS DIRECTLY FROM THE ARRAY WHICH HAS SUFFICIENT MARGIN RATHER THAN FROM THE 
BATTERY 
• TANK AND PLATFORM HEATERS CHOSEN FOR TIME SEQUENCING SINCE THEY HAVE SUFFICIENT MASS 
SUCH THAT TEMPERATURES WILL NOT FALL BELOW MINIMUM ALLOWABLE VALUES AT END OF ECLIPSE 
15, Thermal Control 
• • • 
• • • 
REOUIREMENTS vs CAPABILITIES 
16, Thermal Control 
II~ •• 
TI-IERMAL CONTROL FUNCTIONAL REQmREMENTS 
o Maintain SIC Elements Within Acceptable Temperature Ranges (SYI-0012, 
Paragaph 3.7.2.1) 
o Control Instrument Thermal IF To Allowable Temperature. 
Levels (SYI-0012, Paragraph 3.1.2.2.14) 
o Do Above Within Weight, Power and Alignment Error Budgets (SYI-0012, . 
Paragraph 3.7.2.2, 3.7.2.3, 3.7.2.4) 
17, Thermal Control 
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SOLAR ARRAY REG 
PCU 
PROCESSOR 
EXPERIMENT IC . 
TRANSPONDER 
Heater Turn-On 
At Top of Battery 
18, Thermal Control 
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS 
MIN MAX 
of °C of °C 
32 0 68 20 
41 5 131 55 
23 - 5 131 55 
-4 -20 113 45 
14 -10 82 28 
-4 -20 131 55 
14 -10 86 30 
-4 -20 131 55 
ON-ORBIT THERMAL 




32* 63 0* 5 
41* 81 0* 50 
38 62 15 69 
30 89 34 24 
30 58 16 24 
29 55 33 76 
23 65 9 21 
22 48 26 83 
• 
-
-~ ... I., •• 
HEATER POWER REQUIREMENTS 
Predicted Cold Case Average Heater Power (Watts) 
Orbit adjust Mode Science Mode Safe Power Mode 
Power, at 28 Duty Cycle Average Duty Cycle Average Duty Cycle Average 
Heater Location volts (watts) Power p~~ Power Power 
Dual Thrust, Module 13.6 43% 5.9 22% 3.0 48% 6.5 
Propellant Lines 8.2 22% 1.8 18% 1.5 20% 0.5 
Propellant Tank 6.8 57% 2.6' 41% 1.8' 35% 2.4 
F&DValve 2.5 20% 0.5 20% 0.5 20% 0.5 
Isolation Valve 0.6 12% 0.1 15% 0.1 13% 0.1 
Filter Module 0.6 13% 0.1 15% 0.1 10% 0.1 
Press. Transducer 0.6 13% 0.1 15% 0.1 10% 0.1 
Battery 8.7 0% 0 0% 0 64% 7.0 
Nadir Platform 12.2 0% 0 0% 0 50% 4.0 
11.1 7.1 23.0 
1 = Disabled During Eclipse Periods 
19, Thermal Control 
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MASS PROPERTIES SUMMARY 
ELEMENT WEIGHT (LB) 
PLATFORM HEATERS 0.3 
PROPULSION INSULATION 1.5 
PROPELLANT HEATERS 1.2 
RTV .2 
PLATFORM PAINT .2 
EXTERIOR INSULATION 2.6 
SCAN WHEEL CLOSEOUTS MLI .2 
TEMP SENSORS . 2 
THERMOSTATS . 6 
BODY PANEL HEATER 2.1 
TOTAL 9.1 
ALLOCATION 11. 3 
* NOTE: BODY PANEL PAINT IS CARRIED AS PART 
OF THE STRUCTURE WEIGHT. 
20, Thermal Control 
ANALYSES 
21, Thermal Control 
• • • 
• • 
THERMAL ANALYSIS 
• THREE MODELS GENERATED 
• 
A) STOWED S/A IN FAIRING (DELIVERED TO OSC) 
B) STOWED SIANO FAIRING 
c) ON ORBIT DEPLOYED 
DESIGN CASES 
• PRE DEPLOYMENT HOT/COLD 
• ORBIT ADJUST HOT/COLD 
• SAFE POWER MODE COLD 
• SAFE HOLD MODE HOT/COLD 
• OPERATIONAL MODE HOT/COLD 
• 
• PRELIMINARY INSTRUMENT MODEL INCLUDED, FINAL MODEL NOT AS YET INCORPORATED (20 JULY). 
INSTRUMENT HAS MINOR IMPACT ON SPACECRAFT THERMAL BALANCE. 
• INTEGRATED SIC INSTRUMENT TRASYS RUN TO BE MADE FOR ON ORBIT HEATING RATE VERIFICATION 
22, Thermal Control 
BATTERY TEMPERATURES COLD OPERATIONAL MODE 
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AERO HEATING IMPACTS ON TOMS SIC 
• ZENITH PANEL MULTI-LAYER INSULATION BLANKET 
• FOR 0.34 BTU/FT2/SEC, OUTER LAYER TEMPERATURE LESS THAN 500°F. KAPTON ALLOWABLE 
= 750°F 
• SOLAR ARRAY EDGE 
• KAPTON TAPE MAX PREDICTED TEMPERATURE = 330 of 
• ALLOWABLE TEMPERATURE = 450°F 
25, Thermal Control 
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VERIFICATION 
26, Thermal Control 
THERMAL SUBSYSTEM TEST REOUIREMENTS 
• DURING SIC INTEGRATION 
VERIFY TEMPERATURE SENSOR ALIVENESS 
VERIFY THERMOSTAT AND HEATER ALIVENESS 
• DURING SIC THERMAL VACUUM TEST 
27, Thermal Control 
• 
VERIFY THERMOSTAT SET POINTS AND HEATER OPERATION 
VERIFY SENSOR FUNCTION AND CALIBRATION 
VERIFY HEATER HAS ENABLE AND DISABLE COMMANDS 
VERIFY SPACECRAFT THERMAL ANALYSIS MODEL 
mr 
• 
_ V i2--~JJ. 4vt, 











28, Thermal Control 
• • 
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THERMAL DESIGN VERIFICATION 






















CORRECTIONS TO FLIGHT 
CONFIGURATION 
MODEL 
THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM ACTION ITEMS 
SUBJECT ISSUE/CONCERN ACTION TAKEN 
BATTERY THERMAL BATTERY HAS INSUFFICIENT IMPLEMENT TIME SEQUENCED 
CONTROL TEMP MARGIN ON LOW END AND COMMANDS TO DISABLE HEATER 
HEATER ACTIVATOR WOULD BUS DURING ECLIPSE 
CAUSE HIGH BATTERY DOD. (BATTERY DISCHARGE), ECR-
033. 
AIR CONDITIONING DYNAMIC EFFECTS OF AIR TRW IS WORKING WITH 
VELOCITY IN FAIRING CONDITIONING FLOW PRIOR TO OSC/NASA TO DEFINE AIR 
LAUNCH. CONDITIONING FLOW 
REQUIREMENTS. ACTION ITEM 
STILL OPEN. 
29, Thermal Control 
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THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM STATUS 
• DESIGN AND ANALYSIS COMPLETED 
• HEATER, THERMOSTAT AND SENSOR PURCHASE ORDERS PLACED 
• PRELIMINARY INSULATION INSTALLATION DRAWINGS COMPLETED 
• OSC PRE-LAUNCH/LAUNCH THERMAL ANALYSIS PENDING 
• REMAINING TASKS: 
30, Thermal Control 
INTEGRATED INSTRUMENT-SIC ANALYSIS 
INSULATION DESIGN AND FABRICATION 
. ASSEMBLY AND TEST SUPPORT 
PRE-TV TEST ANALYSIS 
TV TEST PLAN INPUTS 
TV TEST SUPPORT 
CORRELATION OF TV TEST DATA 
FINAL ISSUE OF ANALYSIS AND THERMAL MODEL DOCUMENTS 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS SUPPORT 
• 
• 
1, OAS CDR 
• 
TOMS-EP Critical Design Review 
Orbit Adjust Subsystem 
A. Alicastro 
• 
• • • 
Subsystem Overview and Description 
2,OASCDR 
Orbit Adjust Subsystem Description 
• OAS is an all-welded monopropellant blowdown hydrazine system 
• Primary and redundant hydrazine thrusters, packaged in Dual 
Thruster Modules (DTMs), are utilized for delta-V and attitude control 
- Delta-V impulse provided for orbit transfer/insertion 
- Attitude control impulse provided for orbit adjust phase and as 
backup to ACDS on-orbit 
• All OAS components are maintained above freezing utilizing 
redundant thermostatically-controlled heaters . 
• Catalyst bed heaters in DTMs are ground commandable 
• OAS module, which includes the OAS lines, fittings, structure and 
components, will be integrated in parallel with the spacecraft core 
module 
3,OASCDR 
• • • 
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DUAL THRUSTER MODULE(DTM) 
Key Features 
• Monopropellant blowdown 
system 350 psia MOP 
• 
• Fully pressurized and wetted 
down to thruster valves for 
launch with isovalves closed 
• Three mechanical inhibits 
provided for safety 
• All-welded system with 1/4 inch 
stainless lines 












• • • 
OAS Equipment Summary 
Hardware Sugglier Heritage Sgec No. Qt!l/OAS 
-Propellant Tank PSI FLTSATCOM EQ8-0023 1 
-DTM TRW TDRSS EQ8-0276 4 
- Propellant Valve EG&G Wright GPS, STEP EQ8-0024 8 
- Catalyst Bed Tayco TDRSS EQ8-0277 24 
Heater 
-Latching Isovalve Vacco HS-601 Bus EQ8-0281 2 
-Filter Brunswick DSP EQ1-594 1 
-Fill/Drain Valve Pyronetics DSP EQ1-595 2 
-Pressure Transducer Statham DSP EQ2-0565B 1 
-Heaters Tayco Various 1 S006, 1 S016, 20 Ckts 
1S019 
-Thermostats Elmwood Various 2F017 34 
-Temperature ADI STEP AD-590 14 
Transducer 
6,OASCDR 
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OAS Hardware Status and Key Milestones 
1992 1993 
J F M A M J J A S o N D J F M A 
OAS Design 
Subcontracts 
Thruster Valves (Wright) 
J 
j 
I.. r ; 
1!' !::::,'. !~ 
Cat Bed Heaters (Tayco) 
Isovalves (Vacco) 
Tank (PSI) 
DTM Assembly and Test 
TCA Build 
Acceptance Hot-Fire TCAs 
Delta-Qual DTM A& T 
Flight DTMs 
Receive OAS Structure 
OAS Assembly and Test 
1& T OAS Need Date 
8,OASCDR 
Summary of OAS COA Action Items 
Action Item Subject Response 
.. -
OAS-1 Redundant Thermostats o Redundant Thermostats added to Fill/Drain Module and Une 
Heater circuits 
o OAS is single-fault tolerant to propellant overheating > 185 deg F 
OAS-2 Pressure Transients o 10 psid trim orifice added to minimize pressure transients when 
isovalves are first opened 
o System will be pressurized between isovalves and thrusters 
OAS-3 Thruster Delta-Qual Test o Draft test plan for delta-qual hot-fire test is based on the 
preliminary mission duty cycle provided by ACDS 
o Thruster delta-qual hot-fire tests , scheduled for October 1992, 
will be based on updated mission duty cycle 
OAS-4 Tank loads and Safety o loads and safety factors are included in latest revision to the 
Factors tank equipment spec 
o Test factor of 1.25 will be applied to protoflight levels for the 
delta-qual test (sine sweep/sine dwell) 
OAS-5 Plume Impingement o Predicted torques have been assessed by ACDS and 
Torques incorporated into the latest transfer orbit mission scenario 
OAS-6 OAS Proof Test o OAS will be proof tested to 525 psia (1.5 x 350 psia) 
o Weld joints will be verified by X-ray inspection 
o Thruster valves and isovalves will be proof tested to 1.5 x MOP, 
including back pressure relief 
9,OASCDR 
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• • • 
Requirements Vs. Capabilities 
10,OASCDR 
GAS Requirements Vs. Capabilities 
Source: SY1-0012A, "TOMS-EP System Specification", dated 1 July 1992 
3.7.5.4 Performance 
The OAS shall provide the following minimum performance: 
Deliverable Average Total 
Propellant Propellant 1 I sp2 Impulse3 
Mode Load (Ib) (Ib) (sec) (Ibf-sec) 
Delta V 144 139.2 211 29380 
ACS 16 15.5 80 1240 
Total loaded propellant = 160 Ibm 
1 Deliverable propellant accounts for unusable propellant due to residuals and loading errors. 
Verification is by analysis. 
2 Nominal I sp based on the average value over the blowdown pressure range from full load 
to depletion. Verification is by test. 
3 Delta-V impulse is based on steady-state I sp. ACS impulse is based on pulse-mode 
Isp and 30 msec to 80 msec pulsewidth. Verification is by analysis. 
11,OASCDR 
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OAS Requirements Vs. Capabilities 
(Continued) 
Source: SY1-0012A, "TOMS-EP System Specification", dated 1 July 1992 
Paragraph/Reguirement 
3.7.5.7.1 -Impulse Bit 
• impulse bit <0.05 Ibf-sec 
for 30 msec pulse and 0.1% d.c. 
3.7.5.7.2 - Thrust Duration 
• Operate at maximum continuous 
thrust for up to 35 minutes 
3.7.5.7.3 - Thrust 
< 1.0 Ibf per thruster at BOl 
> 0.15 Ibf per thruster at EOl 
(for 160 Ib propellant load) 
3.7.5.8 - Alignment Error Budget 
• Geometric thrust vector of any 
thruster shall be aligned to the 




• Ibit S 0.05 Ibf-sec 
• Thruster has been qualified 
for a maximum steady-state 
firing of 187 minutes 
• Thrust will range from 0.9 to 
0.21bf over blowdown range 
• Complies. DTM will be 
adjusted by shimming 
at OAS level (if required) 
• 
Verification 
• Analysis, test 
• Test 
• Analysis, test 
• Alignment test 
• Analysis 
Safety Requirements 
(Ref: SY1-0012A, paragraphs 3.3.6 and 3.7.5.3) 
• Applicable safety documents include: 
MIL-STO-1522A: "Safety Requirements for Pressurized System" 
MIL-STO-1574A: "System Safety Program for Space and Missile 
Systems" 
GMI1771.1: "Range Safety Policies and Criteria for GSFCIWaliops 
Flight Facility" 
WSMCR-127 -1: "Western Space and Missile Center Range Safety 
Requirements" 
019085: "TOMS-EP System Safety Plan" 
• Per contract NAS5-31488, Modification Number 18, "Propellant lines 
and FOM shall be one fault tolerant against overheating to 
temperatures greater than 160°F" 
13,OASCDR 
• • • 
• • 
OAS Safety Compliance 
• Three mechanical inhibits (one isovalve and two thruster valve 
seats) are provided to prevent propellant leakage 
• Four electrical inhibits are provided to prevent inadvertent thruster 
firing 
• Single-fault tolerant to propellant overheating 
- FDM, propellant lines < 160 of 
- Other components < 185°F 
• System pressure/temperatures telemetered for ground monitoring 
- Pressure monitoring also provided during pre-launch 
pressurization 
• For launch configuration, OAS is fully pressurized at 300-350 psi, 
with isovalves closed, and wetted down to thruster inlet 
• All-welded design 
• Components are designed to meet or exceed the following 
14, OAS CDR 













GAS Performance Summary and Analyses 
15,OASCDR 
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1. loading conditions with 160 Ib propellant: 
Maximum temperature = 90°F, 
• Maximum operating pressure = 350 psia 
2. Slowdown curve based on the following: 
a. Nominal tank temperature = 70°F 
b. Sal pressure drop between tank and thruster = 15 
psid (at maximum flow) 
c. EOl pressure drop = 2 psid 
3. Tank expansion, vapor pressure and solubility effects are 
neglected. 
.................................................. 1.-____________________ ---' 
· 












100 50 o 
REMAINING PROPELLANT (Ibm) 
CAS Propellant Estimates 
Function 
Orbit Transfer 
Orbit Injection Errors· 
ACDS - Injection 
ACDS - Backup 
Residuals and Loading Errors 
Subtotal 
GN2 Pressurant (120 Ib propellant load) 











1. Pressurant mass based on propellant load, 350 psia MOP, 90°F loading 
temperature, and 70°F operating temperature. 
2. Orbit transfer propellant based on spacecraft weight of 636 Ibs and 120 
Ib propellant load. 
17,OASCDR 
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OAS Weight Summary 
Current Contingency Weight 
Component Wt (Ib) Weight (Ib) Budget (Ib) 
Propellant tank 15.0 0.45 15.45 
Fill/Drain valves 1.0 0.08 1.08 
Pressure transducer 1.1 0.09 1.19 
Filter 0.7 0.06 0.76 
Isovalves 1.7 0.14 1.84 
DTMs (See Note) 11.0 0.33 11.33 
Lines 1.6 0.4 2.0 
Support brackets/clamps 0.87 0.07 0.94 
Integration hardware 1.68 0.13 1.81 
Fill/Drain bracket 0.44 0.04 0.48 
Transducer/filter bracket 0.78 0.06 0.84 
Isovalve bracket 0.4 0.03 0.43 
Total 36.27 1.88 38.15 
Note: DTM weight includes DTM thermal and mechanical hardware. 
Other OAS thermal hardware included in TCS weight allocation. 
18, OASCDR 
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OAS Analyses Since CDA 
• Pressure Transient Analysis 
- Analysis performed to determine worst-case pressure spike when 
isovalves are initially opened on-orbit 
- Ten psid orifice and pressurized segment downstream of isovalves 
minimizes pressure surge 
• Tank Stress/Fracture Analyses (PSI) 
- Stress analysis demonstrated positive margin for worst-case loads 
- Fracture analysis demonstrated tank can withstand four times the 
predicted cycle life 
• Catalyst Bed Heating Analysis 
21,OASCDR 
• 
- Transient analysis performed to determine minimum catalyst bed 
temperature and heating rates for contingency modes 
- Minimum temperature, without heater power, predicted to be -11°F 
- Heating rate = 4.6°F/minute 
• • 
• • 
OAS Analyses Since COA (Continued) 
• Propellant Overheating Analysis 
22,OASCDR 
- Transient analyses performed to predict maximum temperature if 
a heater fails on (failed thermostat) 
- Analysis showed temperatures above 200°F for FDM and lines 
and temperatures less than or equal to 185°F for other 
components 
- Redundant thermostats have been added to FDM and line heater 
circuits such that OAS is single fault tolerant to propellant heating 




Subsystem Verification and 
Assembly & Test 
• • 
• • • 
Subsystem Verification TRW 
• All components, will demonstrate compliance with Pegasus launch loads 
either by test (protoflight levels) or similarity to other programs 
- Delta-qual test to be performed on tank for higher launch loads and 
higher propellant loading 
- Delta-qual test for DTM will include random vibe and hot-fire 
characterization tests 
- Shock test to be performed on latching isolation valve to verify 
Pegasus pyroshock levels . 
- Thrust chamber assemblies to be verified by hot-fire acceptance 
• Integrated OAS wiU be verified by acceptance testing 
24,OASCDR 
OAS Verification Test Matrix 
25,OASCDR 
• 
Protoflight Tests Acceptance Tests 
a> a> Item/Level .c .c 
of Assembly as :> .::t::. as :> ~ Remarks c:: E a> 0 c:: a> a .c a a> a E .c ~ a> a :> £ .... a :> .... U "0 (/) 
-
u::: U "0 (/) 
-
u::: a> a a .::t::. a a .::t::. c:: c:: as 
-
c:: c:: a> as as c:: .... a .... e -:::J >. .... a> a :::J as c:: ~ a> a u. a: en a.. a.. .....J I u. a: en a.. .....J I 
Subsystem Level: 
Orbit Adjust Subsystem X X X X Pyroshock testing at 
spacecraft level 
Subassembly Level: 
Dual Thruster Module X X X X X • Test unit only 
X X X X • Hot-fire for TCAs 
Component Level: 
Thruster Valves X X X X 
Propellant Tanks X X X X X X X 
Fill/Drain Valves X X X X See Note 3 
Pressure Transducer X X X X See Note 3 
Filter X X X X See Note 3 
Isovalves X X X X X X X X • Shock test performed 
on refurbished qual unit 
Notes: 
1 . Protoflight tests performed on protoflight units. 
2. Acceptance tests performed on flight units. 




OAS Assembly & Test Flow 
FIT CHECK & 
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• • • 
C&DH Digital Components 
2, C&DH 
• Digital Command and Data Handling Equipment consists of: 
- Spacecraft Processor (SP) responsible for command distribution, 
timing control, and engineering telemetry acquisition 
- Data Processor (DP) responsible for Instrument telemetry 
acquisition, telemetry formatting, and data storage 
• SP and DP utilize microprocessor-based logic designs 
- Provide centralized real-time and stored command distribution 
- Provide real-time telemetry reporting and storage for later 
playback 
- Provide platforms for TOMS-EP Flight Software (TFS) execution 
• SP and DP are subcontracted to Gulton Data Systems (GDS) 
3, C&DH 
C&DH RF Components 
• OM N I Antenna (2) 
- Zenith and Nadir antennas provide 85% spherical coverage 
S-8and, Omni directional antenna with 6 inch ground plane 
- Subcontracted to Watkins-Johnson 
• RF Assembly (1) 
- Integrated Diplexers, coupler, and RF Switch 
- Performs RF signal routing between antennas and transponders 
- Dual uplink command paths supported 
Subcontracted to Sage 
• Transponder (2) 
- Integrated transmitter and receiver functions 
- S-8and uplink and downlink 
- Subcontracted to Loral Conic 
• • • 
• • • 
4, C&DH 
C&DH Block Diagram 
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Command & Telemetry Processing 
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Key C&DH Requirements vs Capability 
PARAGRAPH/REQUIREMENTS 
3.1.2.2.11 Instrument Command and 
Telemetry. Provide command and 
telemetry service to TOMS Instrument 
per IF3-0007 
3.2.1.6 Communications with Ground 
Spacecraft shall communicate with the 
ground as defined in IF3-0009 
3.2.1.6.1 Command Receipt 
Spacecraft shall receive and decode all 
GSTDN compatable commands in all 
mission phases and orientations 
3.2.1.7.1 Stored Data Playback 
24 hours of stored telemetry, together 
with real-time, shall be transmitted to 
ground in 8 minutes or less. 
6, C&DH 
CAPABILITY 
SP and PCU provide instrument 
commanding. DP provides telemetry 
gathering and formatting 
S-band uplinks up to 2.0 kbps supported 
with and without ranging. Downlink data at 
1125 bps with ranging, 202.5 kbps without 
ranging. 
> 30 dB margin on uplink, dual command 
uplink paths with antenna switching and 
autonomous toggle between paths, 
opposition mounting of omni antennas 
202.5 kbps High-Rate Real-Time and 
Playback telemetry mode, real-time 
interleaved with playback 
• 
HOW VERIFIED 
Test at integrated satellite level 





Test at Subsystem level (ETB) 
Test at integrated spacecraft level 
Link analysis 
C&DH analysis 
C&DH Requirements vs Capability 
(T elemetry) 
PARAGRAPH/REQUIREMENTS 
3.7.6.1.2 Data Storage 
C&DHS shall provide minimum storage 
of 24 hours of telemetry data. 
3.7.6.1.3 Simultaneous Data Record 
and Playback 
C&DHS shall simultaneously record and 
playback telemetry data. 
3.7.6.1.6 Telemetry Format 
Reprogrammability 
C&DHS shall provide a reprogrammable 
telemetry format which may be modified 
by the ground. 
3.7.6.1.7 Telemetry Time Sync 
C&DHS shall provide sync pulse to 
intrument to support time tagging and 
correlation of telemetry data to less than 




Data processor mass memory function 
provides 16 M-bytes of data storage to 
meet 12.5 M-byte (EOl) requirement 
HOW VERIFIED 
Mass memory function tested at unit, 
subsystem (ETB), and integrated 
spacecraft levels 
Real-Time telemetry always recorded, even Tested at unit level 
in playback modes by Data Processor. Test at subsystem (ETB) level 
Test at integrated spacecraft level 
Telemetry formatting software executes 
from Data Processor RAM. All RAM 
accessable to ground 
Spacecraft time-tagging and instrument 
time correlatable at 32 sec "Major Frame" 
sync pulse sent as instrument time sync 
• 
Test at subsystem (ETB) level 
Test at integrated spacecraft level 




C&DH Requirements vs Capability 
(Command) 
PARAGRAPH/REQUIREMENTS 
3.7.6.2.1 Command Reception 
C&DHS shall receive uplinked 
commands from the ground 
3.7.6.2.2 Command Execution 
C&DH shall execute and distribute 
real-time and stored commands 
3.7.6.2.4 Stored Commands 
C&DHS shall providH for Absolute Timed 
and Relative Timed commands as stored 
commands 
3.7.6.12 Synchronous Command 
Execution 
C&DHS shall provide command 
sequHncing to enable commands from all 
sources to execute without interference 
from Hach other 
8, C&DH 
CAPABILITY 
Commands received, demodulated, 
decodHd, and validated with bit count, 
address check, and parity checks. 
Special commands executHd by hardwarH, 
real-timH and stored commands eXHcuted 
and/or distributed by softwarH. 
Stored commands Hxecuted upon match 
with spacecraft time of day. Resolution is 
1 .024 seconds 
Real-time commands execute immediately, 
stored commands sequenced by timH tags 
and stack position. Software controls 





THSt at integrated spacecraft level 
Link analysis 
C&DH analysis 
THsted at unit IHvel 
THSt at subsystem (ETB) level 
THSt at integratHd spacecraft levHI 
C&DH analysis 
THSt at subsystem (ETB) level 
THSt at integrated spacecraft IHvel 
THSt at subsystem (ETB) IHvel 
Test at intHgratHd spacecraft level 
C&DH Requirements vs Capability 
(Communication) 
PARAGRAPH/REQUIREMENTS 
3.1.2.3 Ground Interface 
The spacecraft shall communicate with 
the 8-meter GSTDN antenna. 
3.7.6.3.1 Antenna Coverage 
C&DHS shall provide ~ 85% spherical 
antenna coverage for receiving uplink 
commands in any orientation. 
3.7.6.3.2 Communication Modes 
C&DHS shall provide the following 
communication modes: 
Real-Time telemetry 
Real-Time + Playback telemetry 
Ranging only 
Ranging + Real-Time telemetry 
3.7.6.3.3.4 Ranging Mode Mod Index 




Spacecraft communications with 3-meter 
antenna for command, ranging, and 
low-rate playback modes 
Farfield antenna coverage> 85% 
Ranging, real-time + ranging, real-time + 
High rate playback, real-time + Low rate 
playback. Ranging with playback not 
precluded 






Test at subsystem (ETB) level 
Test at integrated spacecraft level 
Link analysis 
C&DH analysis 
Test at integrated spacecraft level 
• 
• • 
C&DH Requirements vs Capability 
(Data Processing) 
PARAGRAPH/REQUIREMENTS CAPABILITY 
3.7.6.3.5.7 Non-Volilile Memory 
Initialization data, mode transition 
command sequences, and key 
parameters shall be contained in ROM 
3.7.6.3.5.8 Command Processor 
Anomalies 
A watchdog timer shall monitor health of 
primary processor and force transition to 
redundant unit on processor failure. 
(Various) Software Support 
C&DHS hardware shall support the 
storage and execution of TOMS Flight 
Software. 
10, C&DH 
(L()afl~ -rte (~. -fiu.f?-,) 
EEPROM in processors contains initial 
TOMS flight software. Software 
downloaded to RAM for execution. 
Watchdog timer monitor an independent 
funtion housed within the Spacecraft 
Processor chassis 
BOCB6 CPU with control, Address/Data 
buses, EEPROM and RAM, All 




Tested at unit level 
Test at subsystem (ETB) level 
Test at integrated spacecraft level 
Tested at unit level 
Test at subsystem (ETB) level 
Test at integrated spacecraft level 
Tested at unit level 
Test at subsystem (ETB) level 
Test at integrated spacecraft level 
C&DH analysis 
11, C&DH 
RF Performance Summary 
• Command Link meets system requirements with margin 
- a-meter GSTDN antenna analysis shows> 30 dB margin 
- 3-meter antenna analysis shows> 20 dB margin 
• Telemetry and Playback Link meets system requirements with margin 
- High rate Playback to a-meter antenna analysis shows> 7 dB margin 
- Low rate Playback to 3-meter antenna analysis shows> 5 dB margin 
• Command and Ranging wth Real-Time telemetry and a-meter antenna 
analysis shows> 37 dB margin 
• • • 
• • 
Command Distribution Key Features 
12, C&DH 
• C&DH Subsystem utilizes centralized command distribution via 
Spacecraft Processor (SP) unit 
-- Limited quantity of serial buses 
-- No protocol based bus systems 
• Hardware based special command distribution 
• Command validation partitioned between SP hardware and software 
• Centralized relay & relay drive service at PCU 
• Limited On-board command format conversion 
• 
Telemetry Key Features 
13, C&DH 
• Centralized Acquisition of Spacecraft Health and Status (H&S) 
Telemetry at SP 
• Instrument and H&S telemetry input and stored at DP 
• Software based telemetry formatting using CCSDS formats 
• Combined link formatting and data storage service 
• • • 
• • 
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14, C&DH 
• 
Top Level Spacecraft Timing 
=~ iii ii i i ii i i iii ii iiiii iiiii i iiiiiii iii 
~;; i ~024S; iii iii iii 
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15, C&DH 
• • • 
• • 
Compatability Test 







TOMS SUBCARRIER MODULATOR TEST 
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End to End RF Test Results 
• Testing performed 27 July to 31 July 1992 
• Results unavailable at time of package preparation 
• To Be Presented at CDR 
17, C&DH 
• • • 
• • • 
Verification Approach 
-











• STATIC FUNCTIONAL TES 
PROCESSOR 
• VALIDATE: 
- SIS intemal IIF 
- SIS external ifF 
-timing 
• SUPPORT FOR 
- incremental S!W release 
- in circuit emulation 
(ICE) of test code 
FLIGHT 
SOFTWARE 




• DYNAMIC HIW-SIW TES· 
• VERIFICATION OF 
- HIW-SIW interaction 
- SIW module timing 
- interface response timing 
• SUPPORT FOR 
- I.C.E. test & monitoring 






• CMD & TLM LOOP TESTIN( 
• VERIFICATION OF 
- relative & absolute 
CMDtiming ~ 
- H.S. TLM timing 
- TLM playback timing ...... 
• SUPPORT FOR 
- embedded (prom) code ~ 
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• • • 
• • • 
CDA Action Items 
Number Subject Resgonder Originator Due Status 
CDHS-01 I/F Reqts Between CDHS Kinney Dobrotin 6/19/92 Open 
and ACDS 
CDHS--02 SEU's System Impact Fleming Hogan 6/26/92 Closed 
- Review Meeting 
CDHS-03 SP Interrupt 0 Kinney Tsai 7/1/92 Closed 
CDHS-04 SP Premature Wakeup Fesq Stuart 6/26/92 Closed 
CDHS-05 WDT Enable/Disable Dobrotin Stuart 6/26/92 Closed 
Control, Wakeup Function 
CDHS-06 Switch to Redundant Watson Dobrotin 7/8/92 Closed 
SP - Reqts Review 
RF-01 RF Assy SMA Connectors Kinney Gross 6/12/92 Closed 
Attach to Duroid Board 
RF-02 RF Switch Magnetic Kinney Bal 6/19/92 Closed 
RF-03 Chanel to Chanel Kinney Low 6/19/92 Closed 
Transponder Isolation 
RF-04 RG 400 Cable Hirsch Lyons 6/18/92 Closed 
Suitability 
RF-05 Dev. RF Cables Design, Kinney Fleming 7/7/92 Open 
Mfg and Test Plan 
RF-06 Omni Antenna Materials Argus Kinney 6/25/92 Open 
Outgassing, Suitability 
RF-07 Update FMEA for Loss of Woerner Fleming 6/19/92 Closed 
Nadir Omni, Coax ... 
20, C&DH 
• • • 
TOMS-EP 
Electrical Power and Distribution Subsystem 
s. Foroozan 
1, Electrical Power 
• • • 
EPDS Changes Since PDR 
o Two Solar Array Regulators each with two Array Regulator Modules 
o Dedicated Array Regulator Modules per solar array wing for pseudo PPT 
;((})!-"-f ( I ..fL 
\ ' ,..1'" ~ TCVL, Ampere-Hour Integration and computer controlled taper schemes 
p~~q;r \'~'" are used for battery charge control 
\.\Of 
o Increased the cell mounting area of the wings 
o The wings are at + 450 to eliminate battery discharge at sub solar point 
o Use only one cell size 
o "Thick" (0.008") silicon solar cells, with higher efficiency (14.6% ) 
o Thicker (0.006") cover glass 
2, Electrical Power 
EPDS Equipment Locations 
3, Electrical Power 
• • 
EPDS EQUIPMENT 
A Solar Array (Thick Silicon on GFRP); 
One Super Nickel Cadmium Battery; 
Two Solar Array Regulators; 
One Power Control Unit (PCU); 
One EED Controller; 
Interconnecting Electrical Harnesses 
• 
• • 
EPDS Functional Block Diagram 
Power Control Unit 
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5, ~Iectrical Power 
• 
955 Km, circular 
99.30 
1B.5° 
2 years, 3 year goal 
69 minutes sun time, 35 minutes eclipse time 
23 - 34 V at the load 
<35% (Normal Operation) 
<70% (Orbital Insertion) 
Fully recharge battery on each orbit 
Except launch scenario 
Except Lunar eclipse orbit 
Worst case solar array output at end of life: 
P=1B.50 , summer solstice, one string failed open 
Taper charge rate as battery reaches full charge 
Provide capability for 10BO/o recharge ratio 
Up to 24 hours of autonomy in the Normal, Safe-Hold 
and Safe-Power Modes 
• • 
• • 
Normal-Mode Operating Conditions 
Solar array wings, with cells on both sides, are fixed at + 450 
Solar array wings "tumble" with respect to sun vector 
Major variation in solar array output over each orbit 
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Solar Array Output Varies During Each Orbit 
Solar array wings are fixed at + 450 
2: 1 variation in solar array power over each orbit 
YEAR 0 SOLAR ARRAY OUTPUT POWER 
7, Electrical Power 
• 
8 MIL BSF/BSR, 6 MIL COVER, SUMMER 
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Design Power Profile 
127.9 W average load: 
Worst case orbital power usage: 
Transmit during eclipse 
25 W Payload 
• 
Duty cycle spacecraft heaters 
200 r----------,." 
150 .,..............~~"'""'1 ..................................... . 
POWER 
WATTS 
8, Electrical Power 
100 ...................................... : 
50 ..................................... . 
o~-~---~~~~~~~-~--~ 
o 20 40 60 80 100 120 
TIME, MINUTES (SUNLIT PART OF ORBIT) 
• 
DOD 
31.1 0/0: Normal battery 
32.6% :0ne cell failed 
Status of CDA Action Items 
7 action items were assigned at the EPDS review: 
EPDS-1: Primary charge control (use TCVL along with AHr integration) 
EPDS-2: Fail-Safe monitor embedded in algorithm (ground disable) 
EPDS-3: Battery reconditioning within 30 days of launch 
EPDS-4: Open circuit solar array measurement time allocation vs performance 
EPDS-5: Reconcile secondary power levels 
EPDS-6: Battery discharge circuit current carrying ability 
EPDS-7: Power bus critical item control protection 
4 action items were assigned at the solar array/battery reviews: 
SA-01: Solar array harness protection (review with system 1& T) 
SA-02: Setup meeting to resolve battery temperature in Pegasus Fairing 
SA-03: Battery heaters in eclipse 
SA-04: Clarify 350/0 DOD requirement with GSFC 

















Spacecraft Processor Controls EPDS 
Spacecraft processor provides feedback loop: 
Collects EPDS sensor data 
Calculates desired solar array operating point 
Commands ARM pulse width modulation value 
Provides discharge/recharge integration 
Temperature compensation of the recharge ratio 
Peak power tracking implemented by software 
Solar Array Control using the SAR 
- Two Solar Array Regulators (SARs) 
- Each SAR contains two Array Regulator Modules (ARMs) 
- Each SAR is dedicated to one wing 
- One ARM operational in each SAR 
- Block switch from primary ARMs to redundant ARMs 
Each ARM provides the following: 
• 
- A pulse width modulated buck converter, controlled by the spacecraft 
processor via a serial data bus 1l ~
The capability for peak power tracking of \~ W I 
- Average operating efficiency greater tha yl '\ J'QJV' 
V 10, Electrical Power 
Spacecraft Processor Controls EPDS 
ARM output current in excess of the load demand charges the battery 
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Two Algorithms for ARM Control 
Battery Charge Control Algorithm (BCCA) provides: 
Peak Power Tracking (PPT) for high-rate charging 
Taper charge by temperature compensated voltage limit (TCVL) 
Current reference for trickle charging 
Battery charge and discharge coulomb integration (Li~t) with SEU 
correction 
Fail-Safe Algorithm (FSA) incorporates: 
Direct energy transfer (DET) for high-rate charging 
Taper charging at TCVL to end of sunlight 
Commandable TCVL equation constants 
Diagnostic subroutine for temperature and voltage 
12, Electrical Power 
• 
Battery Charge Control Algorithm: 
Coulomb integration of battery charge and discharge currents to determine 
the equivalent state of charge of the battery 
- Peak power tracking for high rate battery charging 
Current limiting during high-rate charging 
- Constant voltage mode for taper charging at TCVL 
Alternate taper charging mode at the taper-current limit 
Ground commandable selection of taper charging mode 
Trickle charge operation after reaching the desired recharge ratio 
Temperature compensation of recharge ratio 
24-hour autonomy 
Anomaly detection and transfer to Safe-Power Mode: 
- Battery discharge over 400/0 of capacity, except launch 
- Recharge failing to reach taper charge, except during launch 
- Battery temperature exceeding 300 C 
Anomaly detection (under review): 
- Significant discrepancy between primary and redundant sensor data 
- Two or more concurrent SEUs in coulomb integration 
13, Electrical Power 
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Battery Charge Control Algorithm 
Simplified Diagram 
14, Electrical Power 
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Electrical equipment is switched from primary to redundant units 
Non-essential loads are turned OFF 
Solar array is oriented towards the sun: 
Constant illumination 
Passive spin stabilization about the maximum inertial axis (no tumbling) 
233 watts at end of 2 years, Beta = 200 
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• 
Simplified Diagram of the Fail-Safe Algorithm 
SPI'.C£CRAf 
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Constant voltage taper charge at TCVL to end of sunlight 
Commandable TCVL equation:TCVL = K7+ (K8· TBAT) 
Lower level TCVL if battery overheats:TCVL = Kg + (K10· T BAT) 
Highest of two readings used for battery temperature: 
off-scale high reading is discarded 
A subroutine to determine the best value of bus voltage 
in the event of bus-voltage sensor data disparity 
Operation transferred to BCCA by ground command 
Transfer occurs at eclipse entry with fully charged battery 
Discharge/recharge integration values are set to zero 
Battery fully charged . 
Eclipse just started 
/0 
C~r.!..ES 











Performance with Fail-Safe Algorithm 
Direct energy transfer until TCVL is reached 
Taper charging at TCVL to end of sunlight 
500 ,----------------------------------------------------------------, ORBIT AVERAGE LOAD POWER = 111.5 WATTS 
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o All electronic components will be subject to verification testing at the 
subcontractors 
o Solar array panels will be tested for electrical characteristics at panel level 
o There will be a solar array coupon test 
o Battery cells are tested prior to battery assembly 
o Battery cell life testing is to be performed at Crane under GSFC direction. 
Anticipated start date: 2/1/93 
o There will be a subsystem test prior to spacecraft integration to verify new 
designs (part of Eagle Test Bed) 
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EPDS Testing (TOMS/ETB) ,;1 •• 
Eagle Test Bed (ETB) will contain non-redundant engineering models: 
Two SARs, one ARM per SAR 
Power Control Unit (PCU) 
Deployment Device Controller (EEDC) 
Auxiliary NiCd battery 
Harness (functionally identical to the TOMS flight harness) 
Subsystem test activities will include: 
Verification of interfaces to other test bed subsystems 
Verification of EPDS software 
Exercise every branch of the algorithms and subroutines 
Verification of commands and telemetry responses 
Power bus dynamic measurements 
Demonstration of redundancy management functions 
Operation with a short-circuited battery cell 
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EPDS Weight Summary 
PRESENT 
UNITS AND OTHER ESTIMATE BUDGET 
EPDS HARDWARE QUANTITY (Ibs) (Ibs) 
BATTERY 1 25.5 
SOLAR ARRAY REGULATORS 2 10.8 
SOLAR ARRAY(ELECTRICAL ONL Y) - 18.3 
EED CONTROLLERS 1 2.6 
PCU 1 15.2 
SUB-TOTAL: 72.4 75.0 
HARNESS ASSEMBLY 1 34.1 37.0 
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EPDS Requirements vs Capabilities 
Source: SY1-0012, IITOMS-EP System Specificationll 
Paragraph/Requirement 
3.7.3.1 Primary Power & Energy Balance 
The EPDS shall be sized, during the 
design phase, to provide for energy 
balance during each orbit, with no 
sub solar eclipse and power reserve 
margin of 10% at end of life (2 years) 
after including appropriate component 
maturity factors; The maturity factors 
applied shall not be less than 50/0 for 
measured values on similar units, 100/0 
for calculated values and 15% for 
estimated values in the power budget 
3.7.3.2 Battery 
23, Electrical Power 
• 
Use a super NiCd battery 
for energy storage. 
Battery DOD shall not exceed 
70% during spacecraft launch 
and orbital insertion. DOD shall 
not exceed 35% during orbital 
operation, with one cell failed 
Capability Verification 
There are two solar array Inspection 
wings at + 450 
The EPDS provides power Inspection, test 
to all loads 
With the current load profile Analysis, test 
plus 16% (8.3 +7.7) for maturity 
factors and system margin, and 
with one battery cell failed, the 
average load is 128.9 Wand the 
design meets energy balance at 
EOl (2 years) 
One 9 Ampere-hour super NiCd Inspection 
battery with 22 cells 
Maximum battery DOD does not Analysis 
exceed 70% during insertion, 
35% during orbital operation 
with one cell failed 
• • 
• • 






24, Electrical Power 
Grounding 
Use grounds as specified in 
SR1-0105 for both the primary 
and secondary power 
Fault Propagation 
The EPOS design shall protect 
the main bus by fusing the primary 
loads and required secondary loads 
as defined in fusing document 019825 
Primary Power Voltage Range 
The primary voltage at the load 
shall be 23 - 34 V dc 
Secondary Voltage 
The EPOS shall generate three 
secondary voltages: +5 V, and 
+ 15 Vdc with voltage range limits 
specified in IF3-0010 
Capability 
The EPOS design complies. 
The design accommodates a 
Single Point Ground 
The PCU provides fuses for 
all primary power loads and 
selected +5 volt loads 
The EPOS provides a battery 
clamped bus and a regulator for 
charge control to comply 
The EPOS provides redundant 








EPDS Requirements vs Capabilities (continued) 
Paragraph/Requirement 




The primary and secondary power 
ripple voltage shall conform to the 
requirements of SR1-0105 
Power Switching Control 
Provide power switching control to 
the spacecraft components and 
to the instrument 
GSE Power 
Accept power via GSE and the SELV 
for checkout and battery conditioning 
prior to launch 
Voltage Protection 
Provide the capability to protect 
against the application of reverse 
polarity voltages, from power sources 
external to the spacecraft. 
Secondary power voltage protection: 
Capability 
The EPDS design complies. 
The EPDS design complies. 
PCU provides power control 
The EPDS complies. Inputs are 
provided at the PCU. There are 
dedicated IFJs for the battery 
The EPDS contains isolation 
diode for protection against 
reverse polarity. 
The EPDS complies. The PCU 
Over-voltage for the 5V supply, under- provides over-voltage for 5V bus, 
voltage protection for 5V and + 15V under-voltage for 5V and + 15V 










EPDS Requirements vs Capabilities (continued) 
Paragraph/Requirement Capability 
3.7.3.10 Interconnecting Wiring Harnesses 
3.7.3.11 
26, Electrical power 
Distribute power and signals via wiring The EPOS design complies 
harnesses 
EPDS Allocations & Interfaces 
System requirements flowed down 
to EPOS are shown in: 
019589 Power Allocation 
019590 Commands Allocation 
019591 Telemetry Allocation 
57777.505 Mass Properties Report 
IF3-0010 Electrical Interface Spec. 
IF3-0011 Mechanical Interface Spec. 







1, ACDS CDR 
• 
TOMS-EP 
Attitude Control and Determination Subsystem 
Critical Design Review 
• 
• • • 
Topics 
• Performance Requirements 
• Design Overview 
• Requirements Vs. Capabilities 
• Hardware and Software Status 
• Subsystem Testing 
• CDA Action Items 
2, ACDSCDR 
TOMS-EP 
ACDS Performance Requirements 
3, ACDS CDR 
• • • 
• • 
What the ACDS Has To Do 
• Provide attitude control during transfer orbit operations 
(burns, att man, att hold) - Maneuver Mode 
• Provide sun and earth acquisition capabilities - Sun Mode 
• Provide attitude control and determination during science operations for 
2 years - Science Mode 
• Provide safe attitude recovery in case of trouble any time after launch 
vehicle separation - Safe Power Mode and Safe Hold Mode 
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Attitude Reference Accuracy 
Requirement 
• Overall Attitude Reference Accuracy: 
0.25 deg/axis, 3-sigma 
• ACDS Error Allocation (subsystem spec): 
0.12 deg/axis, 3-sigma 
6, ACDS CDR 
• 
Attitude Control Accuracy Requirements 
Mode Function Pointing Accurac~ (30) 
Sun -x toward sun 20 deg per axis 
Maneuver Hold commanded 1.5 deg per axis relative 
attitude during delta V to command 
burn, nadir pointing or 
inertial hold 
Science Maintain L VLH attitude 0.5 deg for roll and pitch 
1.0 deg for yaw 
Safe Power -x toward sun 20 deg per axis 
Safe Hold Maintain pitch axis near Within 20 deg of orbit 
orbit normal normal 
7, ACDSCDR 
• • • 
• • 
Fail-Safe Requirement 
• After detecting a failure, automatically reconfigure the spacecraft 
equipment to the appropriate fail-safe mode and acquire a safe 
attitude 





ACDS Design Overview 
9, ACDSCDR 
• • • 
• • 
ACDS Design Changes Since PDR 
Change 
1. Added two fine sun sensors 
2. Aligned reaction wheel with 
yaw axis instead of roll axis 
3. Modified thruster-based 
fail-safe mode (Safe 
Power Mode) 
4. Added thrusterless fail-safe 
mode (Safe Hold Mode) 
10,ACDSCDR 
Design Improvement 
Provides yaw update twice per orbit 
and permits on-board calibration of 
gyro rates. 
Provides backup for scan wheel 
failure by using pitch momentum bias 
system. Yaw control relaxed from 
0.5 to 1.0 deg. 
Provides spin-stabilization for 
long-term hold to minimize fuel usage. 
Uses automatic precession control 
to stay sun-pointed. 
Provides earth-referenced Safe Hold 
Mode by using magnetic torquers with 
a B-dot control law. Permits . 
autonomous operation for at least 
seven days. 
• 
What The ACDS Has To Work With 
C&DH OAS 
- - -- - - - --
COARSE 1 I-::- I 
I I 
2~1- I I 
VAL VE DRIVE A 'B I SUN SENSOR 'I I ~ I I THRUSTER Ar I SPACECRAFT A I ASSEMBLY ELECTRONICS BANK (4) PROCESSOR I I I ASSEMBLY l*- I I I I I I 
I I T I 
I I I I 
I I ~ ISOLATION Ar 1 _______ --- ______ 1 
1~ I VALVE FINE : I SUN SENSOR I 
ASSEMBLY p- I- ____________ CONTROL SCAN 2 
ELECTRONICS WHEEL 
ASSEMBLY ASSEMBLY 
GYRO 1 f-I- 1 
REFERENCE 23 
ASSEMBLY NOTES: 
I (1J X indicates cross-st 
I (2) CSSA is internally rap 
MAGNETIC X tyt- redundant Z REACTION (3) SWA inc ludes earth TOROUER WHEEL sensor 
THREE-AXIS ASSEMBLY ASSEMBLY MAGNETOMETER I 
I 
11, ACDS CDR 
• • • 
• • 
Sensor Configurations 
GYRO CONFIGURA nON 
-Pltch ~ Yr:NI ;-;t Yr:NI ~ Rete Rote Rote 
[ORA Y ] [ORA Y ] [ORA Y ] 
-Roll Rote Roll Rllte -Pltch Rllte 
[ORA X ] [ORA X ] [ORA X ] 
GRA 1 GRA 2 GRA 3 
EARTH SENSOR CONFIGURATION 
SWI SW2 
lit -2eee rpm lit +2eee rpm 
Notes: 
1. Instantaneous FOV 15 1.5 dec 
2. Half cone anele 15 45 dec 
12, ACDS CDR 
CSSA CONFIGURA nON 
CSSAI (5( ~ CSSA'I 
· . 
Y 
· . , 
· . , 
, : 
· . 
· . , 
, . 
· . 
CSSA2 ~------- ------~ CSSA3 
, 
z 
Pltch Outpuh [CSS'I-CSS2] - [CSS3-CSSll 
Yr:NI Outpuh [CSS'I-CSS2] + [CSS3-CSSll 
FSSA CONFIGURA nON 
Posltlve 
FSSA 1 FOV Yr:NI Output 
-----~~~---x 
Y 










I I \ 
I I \ 
I I , NORMAL MODE MOMENTUM STORAGE 
I 
I (I) , , -3,3 < .... Z HY < -1.1 ft-lb-S8c , 
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Thruster Configuration 
14, ACDS CDR 
Bank A Thrusters 
28 
SIC 
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1. A 11 dimensions in inches 
2, Angles in degrees 
• 
Normal Mode Control Concept 
• Use two scan wheels for pitch momentum bias 
- Effective combination of momentum storage and earth sensing 
• Use gyros to provide attitude reference propagation 
- Stable and sensitive high bandwidth sensor 
• Use two single-axis sun sensors for yaw updates 
- Simple and reliable 
• Use magnetic torquers to unload wheel momentum continuously 
- not limited by expendables 






Normal Mode Hardware Configuration 


































Normal Backup Mode 
Control Concept 
• Pitch momentum bias provided by one scan wheel and one reaction 
wheel 
• Yaw attitude error is doubled due to reduced momentum bias 
S'W 1 at -2000 rpm 
, , 
: 20: Y -4--------' ---------------!. 




Backup 1 Configuration 
R'W at -684 rpm 
y - ....... t·::·:····~:·20'; ~: SW2 at +2000 rpm 
t 
z 
Backup 2 Configuration 
17, ACDS CDR 
• • • 
• • 
Maneuver Mode Control Concept 
• Gyro-based reference for all attitude capability 
• Four hydrazine thrusters to provide delta V thrust and attitude control 
torques (thrusters are time-shared to produce roll/pitch/yaw torques) 
• Scan wheels are spun up to 1000 RPM for earth reference updates 
when nadir pointed 
18, ACDS CDR 
• 
Sun Mode Control Concept 
• Used for sun acquisition and earth search 
• Sun acquisition from any initial attitude (similar to GRO and TDRS 
designs) 
• Spin-stabilized for long-term hold to minimize fuel consumption 
• Earth search is performed by rolling spacecraft at 2 deg/sec about the 
sunline (scan wheels spun up to 600 rpm) 
19, ACDS CDR 
• • • 
• • 
Earth Acquisition Concept 
20,ACDSCDR 
• Starting point is sun-pointed attitude in Sun Mode 
• Ground initiates earth acquisition sequence (two gyros required) 
• Near north pole crossing, two scan wheels are spun up to 600 RPM 
and spacecraft rotates about sun line 
• Flight software automatically determines nadir direction from earth 
sensor outputs and initiates earth acquistion (attitude hold on gyros) 
• 
Earth Acquisition Maneuver Sequence 
@ 
A tti tude Ho ld 
in Maneuver Mode C-'SW2""'J (Whee 1 run-up to 1000 rpm) , ...... -- -_ ... - .. -:' 
, , 
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.. .. : ... : .... : ... : .•. : .... : ... : .•. : ... : .... : .... : ... . 
.. : .•. : .... : .... : ... : .... : .... : .... : .... : .... :.-.: .... : ... : .... : 
, , 
, , 
.: .... : ... : ... : ... : .... : ... : .... : .... :: ... : .... : ... : .... : .... ::-.:" .. 
.... : .... : ... : ... : .•. : .... : .... : ... : ... : .... : ... : ... : .... : ... :'-.:' .. :" 
: ... : .... : ... : ... : .... : .... : .... : .... : ... : ... : .... : .... : ... : ... : ... : .... : ... . 
. : .•. : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : .... : ... : ... : .... : ... : .... : ... : .. . 
Note: Scan whee Is are run up to 600 rpm 
before rolling spacecraft at 2 deg/sec 
o 
Earth Search 
in Sun Mode 
(Roll rate: 2 deg/sec) 
CD 
Eclipse . :" ... : .... :'-0:'''':' -. : .... : ... :. -. : .... :. -. :' .. :' -. :" ... :. -0:'-0:' -.:'-. 
.: ... : .... : ... : ... : .... : .... :.-.: .... : ... : .•. : ... : ... : ... : ... :' .. :'-.:' .. x--.-, 
Sun Acquisition 
in Sun Mode 
:' .. :' .. :' •. :'''.:'''.:' •. :' .. :'''.:' .. :' .. :'-.:' .. :'-.:' .. :' .. :'''.:'. 
.... : ... : ... : ... : .... : .... : ... : ... : ... : ... : ... : .... : ... : ... :' .. :'''.:' (Roll rate: 0 deg/sec) 
.. : ... : .•. : .... : .... :.-.: ... : .... : ... : ... : ... : ... : .•. : .... : ... : .... 
..... : .... : ... : .... : ... : ... : ... : .•. : ... : ... : .... : ... : ... :.-.:' 
. ···;:::~:::~::e~::s::~:::~:::~:::~::·;·· Sun 
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Safe Hold Mode Control Concept 
• After a fail-safe shutdown in Science Mode, the two active wheels 
are restored to their nominal bias speeds to keep the pitch 
momentum bias 
• Magnetic torquers are then commanded in accordance with a 8-dot 
control law to provide nutation damping 
• The wheel momentum vector is maintained near the orbit normal 
while the spacecraft rotates slowly about its pitch axis (at twice the 
orbit rate) 
22, ACDS CDR 
• 
Safe Power Mode Control Concept 
• About five minutes after a fail-safe (Group 2 trigger) shutdown in 
any mode, pitch and yaw rate loops are activated to null the 
spacecraft rates (mostly about the pitch axis, if wheels are running 
down) 
• Sun acquisition is started 20 minutes after the first eclipse exit. 
This delay allows the wheels to run down and eliminates earth 
shine effects for the sun sensors. 
• Once the sun is acquired, roll thrusters are fired for a 
predetermined duration to spin-stabilize the spacecraft 
• Based on· sun sensor angles and gyro rates, the spacecraft 
momentum vector is then precessed to stay sun-pointed 
23, ACDS CDR 
• • • 
• • • 
TOMS-EP 
ACDS Requirements Vs. Capabilities 
24, ACDS CDR 
TOMS-EP Attitude Determination Results 
25, ACDS CDR 
• 
N aminal Errors 0.15-r--~;;;;;';":~;:"'-----------------------........ 
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Yaw 
24 hours ~I 
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o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
Time (sec) (xlO 3) 
• • 
• • 







....... 0 1 1 1 
~o - ----~------~------~-------
:£ 1 1 1 
g ~ : Requirement: ±o'.25 deg 
IJ.l 0 -----_.1.. ______ 4. ______ -1 ______ _ 
bO I I I 
~ ~ 104--- 24 hrs :~{ 
o+--------+--------~------~--------~ 
I 0.0 0.400 0.800 1.200 1.600 
time [sec] X 10*"'5. 





1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
-------~------4------~-------
1 1 1 
: Requirement: ±O.25 deg 








O~ t:: I 
IJ.l 
1 1 
: 1 Requirement ±1° 
- - - -I - - - -r - - - I - - -
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,-- - -1- - - T -- -,- - --. 
1 1 1 
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1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 ><:g 
ci+--------+--------4--------1------~ 
I 0.0 0.400 0.800 1.200 1.600 
time [sec] X 10*"'5. 
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oo+--------+--------+--------+------~ 
I 0.0 0.400 0.800 1.200 1.600 
time [sec] XlO**5. 
• 
Attitude Reference Accuracy 





1. Attitude Update 
a. Systematic 0.07 
b. Random 0.02 
2. Attitude Propagation 
a. Systematic 0.06 
b. Random 0.02 
Total Att Det Error 








NOTE: Nominal operation is with two earth sensors. Capability 
numbers are shown for the pitch axis. Roll and yaw 
performance is slightly better. 
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Attitude Control Performance 
Requirement Vs. Capability 
. Function Reguirement 
1 . Science Mode: 
a. L VLH pointing accy 0.5 deg roll/pitch 
1.0 deg yaw 
b. Att. stability <0.1 deg over 200 msc 
c. Momentum unloading 0.1 ft-Ib-sec/orbit 
2. Maneuver Mode: 
a. Rate stabilization <2.5 deg/sec/axis 
b. L VLH pointing accy 1.5 deg/axis 
c. Max maneuver rate 2.0 deg/sec 
d. Roll rate control error <0.25 deg/sec 
28, ACDS CDR 
• 
Capability 
0.3 deg roll/pitch 










ACDS Hardware and Software Status 
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ACDS Hardware Summary 
Component Size (in.) Weight (Ibs) 
GRA (3) 3.4x5.7x6.3 3.7 
SWA (2) 7.5xB.0 dia 7.2 
RWA (1) 2.BxB.0 dia 5.6 Note: 
TAM Sensor (1) 1.2x1.Bx2.3 0.2 Total weight = 54.7 Ibs 
TAM Elect (1) 1 .5x4.0x6.0 0.9 
MTA (3) 12.3x1 .0 dia 1.0 Allocation = 56 Ibs 
CEA (1) 7.0x7.5xB.0 9.9 
VDEA (2) B.Ox11.0x2.0 4.3 
CSSA (4) 0.4xO.5x1.5 0.1 
FSSA (2) 1.5x2.3x2.7 0.3 
3D,ACDS CDR 
ACDS Hardware Delivery Schedule 
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1993 
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ACDS Software Requirements Status 
• 23 functions defined 
- Attitude determination (10) 
- Science mode (5) 
- Maneuver mode (2) 
- Safing mode (3) 
- Miscellaneous (3) 
• Processing logic and equations documented in Appendix A of Software 
Requirements Specification 
• Appendix A is in review cycle for CADM release 
32, ACDS CDR 
• 
TOMS-EP 
ACDS Verification and Testing 
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• • • 
• • 
Analyses and Simulations 
• Analysis document has been delivered 
• Full-up controls simulation has been developed and used to verify 
compliance with specified performance 
• Remaining analyses and simulations 
- Wheel momentum unloading with thrusters (backup mode) 
- Nominal maneuver sequence for transfer orbit operations 
- Test cases for CS EO software testing 
- Test cases for ETB software testing 
34, ACDS CDR 
• 
Critical Hardware Component Testing 
• CEAJ ADE development tests at Ithaca 
• Wheel life tests at Ithaca 
• Gyro life tests at Kearfott 
• Fine sun sensor calibration tests 
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• • • 
• • 
Subsystem Testing 
• Initial hardware/software integration tests will be performed at 
Space Park using the Eagle Test Bed (ETB) facility 
• ACDS closed-loop tests will be performed in two phases using the 
ETB fixed-base test configuration 
- Engineering development tests 
- Software verification tests 
• Test plan for ACDS software verification testing with the ETB has 
been released 
• Final flight hardware/software testing will occur during spacecraft 
mechanical build-up and electrical integration 
36, ACDS CDR 
• 
TOMS-EP 
ACOS COA Action Item Status 
37, ACDS CDR 
• • • 
• • • 
Status of ACDS CDA Action Items 
Number Subject Status 
1 Effects of Ephemeris Errors White paper by J. Wilcox 
on Attitude Determination (7/8/92) GS F review 
pending 
2 Gyro Reliability Closed 
3 VDEA Software Component Closed pending delivery 
of VDEA EQ Spec 
4 VDEA Thermal Analysis Open 
5 Failure History of Magnetometer Open (GSFC action) 
6 Table for Oblateness/Radiance Open (GSFC input 
Errors received) 
7 ACDS Test Traceability to Closed 
Software Functions 
8 Yaw Error Monitor During Closed 
Safe Hold Mode 
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TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Outline 
~ Key Requirements and Functional Overview 
Functional Operations Descriptions 
Design Description 
Sizing and Timing Analyses 
Development Status 
Test Plan Overview 
DGS 7/27/92 TOMS-EP Flight Software - 2 
• • • 
• • • NASA-GSFC 
TOMS-EP Flight Software 
TFS Key Top-Level Requirements 
1) External Interfaces 4) Data Management 
• TOMS Instrument • Telemetry acquisition and storage 
• Ground commands and telemetry • On-board time 
• Spacecraft bus components • Key Parameters Database 
• CODA parameters 
2) Spacecraft Operations 
• Spacecraft mode transitions 5) Attitude Control and Determination 
• Fault monitoring and contingency Processing 
responses • 13 Spacecraft modes/submodes 
• 23 ACDS fu nctions 
3) Command Handling 
• Real-time command processing 6) Power and Battery Charge Control 
• Stored command processing Processing 
• Battery charge control algorithm 
• Fail-safe algorithm 
DGS 7/27/92 TOMS-EP Flight Software - 3 
NASA-GSFC 
TOMS-EP Flight Software ii~wi' • TFS Functional Overview 
7/27/92 TFS Operational Function Descriptions - 4 
DGS 7/27/92 
• • NASA-GSFC 
TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Spacecraft Processor (SP) Functions 
Commanding: 
• Receives and processes uplinked commands. 
• Schedules stored commands (absolute-timed, relative-timed command 
sequences) for execution, and processes ready commands. 
Telemetry Processing: 
• Acquires and formats spacecraft telemetry data and transmits it to the data 
processor. 
Attitude Control and Determination: 
• Acquires and processes sensor data, executes control and attitude 
determination logic and issues actuator commands to perform ACDS 
functions. 
Electrical Power and Battery Charge Control: 
• Acquires EPDS sensor data, executes logic and issues power control 
commands to perform battery charge control functions. 
TOMS-EP Flight Software - 5 
DGS 7/27/92 
NASA-GSFC 
TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Spacecraft Processor (SP) Functions, cont. 
Fault Monitoring: 
• Monitors spacecraft status and initiates autonomous mode transitions in 
response to anomalies. 
Automatic and Autonomous Mode Transitions: 
• Executes automatic sequences for pre-planned mode transitions in support 
of mission operations. 
• Autonomously selects the appropriate contingency mode for fault responses. 
TOMS-EP Flight Software - 6 
• • • 
DGS 7/27/92 
• • NASA-GSFC • II~ •• TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Data Processor (DP) Functions 
Telemetry Processing: 
• Receives TOMS instrument telemetry data from the TOMS instrument 
interface. 
• Receives spacecraft telemetry data from the SP. 
• Combines the spacecraft and TOMS telemetry data into a formatted minor 
frame. 
Mass Memory Management: 
• Records the completed telemetry frames in mass memory. 
• Stores updates to the contingency operations data area (CODA), and 
forwards CODA status data to the SP. 
Downlink Management: 
• Downlinks both recorded and real-time telemetry data at the selected rate. 
TOMS-EP Flight Software - 7 
NASA-GSFC 
TOMS-EP Flight Software 
TFS Requirements Responsibility and Status 
Topic/Document Responsible Status Area 
Software Requirements Software System Signed June 5, 
Specification (SRS) Manager Minor Markups Expected, Changes Create Slight Software Impact 
ACDS Processing Logic and ACDS Subsystem Updates Released June 10, Equations (SRS Appendix A) June 24 Revision in Review Cycle 
Final Version Overdue (June 19), 
EPDS Processing Logic and EPDS Subsystem Preliminary Draft Delivered May 29, Equations (SRS Appendix B) FORTRAN Code Expected Mid September, 
Delay Creates Major Schedule Impact 
Near-Final Draft Released July 27, 
Command Function Definitions Software System Some Markups Expected, 
(SRS Appendix C) Manager EPDS Commands Still Not Defined, 
Changes Create Slight Software Impact 
Stored Command Sequences Mission Operations Final Not Due Until January 193, (SRS Appendix D) Preliminary Draft Delivered April 3 
Near-Final Draft Released June 18, 
Key Parameters Database (KPD) System Engineering Some Markups Expected, (SRS Appendix E) Database Changes Create Moderate 
Software Impact 
DGS 7/27/92 TOMS-EP Flight Software - 8 
• • • 
DGS 7/27/92 
• • NASA-GSFC 
TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Outline 
Key Requirements and Functional Overview 
~ Functional Operations Descriptions 
~ Commanding Operations 
- Telemetry Operations 
- Spacecraft Modes and Software Initialization 
Design Description 
Sizing and Timing Analyses 
Development Status 
Test Plan Overview 
• 
TOMS-EP Flight Software - 9 
DGS 7/27/92 
NASA-GSFC 
TOMS-EP Flight Software 
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DGS 7/27/92 
• • • NASA-GSFC 
TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Command Types and Special Parameters 
/ 5* ~ 
Command Types: 
• Real-Time Command 
• Absolute-Timed Commands 
(ATC) 
• Relative-Timed Command 
Sequence (RTCS) 
• Key Parameters Database (KPD) 
Load 
• S P Data Load, S P Code Load 
• DP Data Load, DP Code Load 






• Continue Command 
• End of Command 
• RTCS Reference 
• End of Command with 1 Data Byte 
• End of Command with 2 Data Bytes 
• End of Command with 3 Data Bytes 
• Clear CIB 
• Transfer CIB 
• Reset Command Counters 
• Restart CIB Load 
TOMS-EP Flight Software - 11 
DGS 7/27/92 
NASA-GSFC 
TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Command Input Buffer (CIB) Definition 
Holds all validated commands or data received from the ground which will eventually 
be stored in memory. 
• 
• Allows ground verification of contents before permitting further action. 
• Software-controlled size allocation - CIS is currently sized to hold 512 
command frames (1536 bytes). 
command 
type 
command/data I command/ 
datal command/data I cmd/ 
data I command/data I 
etc ... 
Command Input Buffer 
TOMS-EP Flight Software - 12 
• • 
DGS 7/27/92 
• • • NASA-GSFC 
TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Executable Commands and Data Load Structures 
Executable commands and data loads are contained within the uplink data area of one 










All executable commands are built from the basic command structure. 
Basic Command Structure 
32* 
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DGS 7/27/92 
NASA-GSFC 
TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Command Validation Summary 
Upon receipt of the hardware ··Uplink Command Readyrr interrupt the software places 
the command in the circular command uplink buffer (CUB) for EDAC protection. 
Command validation is performed before placement of the command in the CIB or lAB. 
• 
• The software checks the hardware command accept/reject status bit. 
• The command type must be compatible with data already in the CIB. 
• The special parameters must be consistent with the command type. 
• A command number must correspond to an executable command. 
• A memory load address must be within valid boundaries for the load type. 
• An ATC time tag must be within 30 days from the current time. 
• An RTCS sequence number must correspond to an existing sequence, or be 
no more than 1 greater than the number in existence. 
• An RTCS element number must correspond to an existing element, or be no 
more than 1 greater than the number in existence. 
• There must be room in the CIB to accept the command. 
TOMS-EP Flight Software - 14 
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DGS 7/27/92 
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TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Outline 
Key Requirements and Functional Overview 
~ Functional Operations Descriptions 
- Commanding Operations 
~ Telemetry Operations 
- Spacecraft Modes and Software Initialization 
Design Description 
Sizing and Timing Analyses 
Development Status 
Test Plan Overview 
• 
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NASA-GSFC 
TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Telemetry Format 
HEADER 8 BYTES DATA FIELD 






VCID VCDU t-------.-----I HEADER INSTRUMENT SPACECRAFT ERROR 
COUNTER SPARE ERROR SCIENCE ENGINEERING CONTROL 
(ALL CONTROL DATA DATA POLY. 
4 BYTES 6 BITS 
ZEROES) 
7 BITS 2 BYTES 68 BYTES 62 BYTES 2 BYTES 
• 
000 = AfT FRAME 001 = NORMAL TLM 
001 = PLAYBACK FRAME 010 = COMPUTER DUMP 














• The partition between the instrument and spacecraft engineering data can be 
changed in flight. 
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• • 
DGS 7/27/92 
• • • NASA-GSFC 
TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Telemetry Frame Processing 
SP Telemetry Processing: 
• SP acquires and formats all parameters in the spacecraft engineering 
telemetry data area. 
• SP sends the formatted engineering telemetry to the DP via DMA. 
DP Telemetry Processing: 
• DP receives the engineering telemetry from the SP. 
• DP collects the TOMS instrument telemetry data, appends it to the spacecraft 
engineering data and completes the formatting of a telemetry minor frame. 
• DP sends the current minor frame to the downlink via DMA at the start of the 
next minor frame cycle (1.024 seconds). 
• DP reformats the minor frame header and stores the frame in the Ilcurrent 
write" location in the recorded telemetry data area (RTDA) within mass 
memory. 
TOMS-EP Flight Software - 17 
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NASA-GSFC 
TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Telemetry Frame Storage 
Stored telemetry is placed in the DP mass memory. 
• 
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TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Telemetry Downlink and Playback 
Three playback modes are supported: 
• Real-time only - one real-time frame per 1.024 seconds. 
• Low-rate playback - one real-time frame and 44 playback frames per 1.024 
seconds. 
• 
• High-rate playback - one real-time frame and 179 playback frames per 1.024 
seconds. 
Playback options: 
• II Playback from end of Last Playback" 
• II Playback all Stored Telemetry" 
• II Playback Stored Telemetry from Location" 
Three telemetry formats are provided: 
• IINormal," IIMemory Dump," and IIProgrammable" formats 
• All formats can be reprogrammed and are treated identically by software 
. processing. 
TOMS-EP Flight Software - 19 
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NASA-GSFC 
TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Memory Dump Operations 
Memory dump data is placed in the unallocated space in each telemetry minor frame. 
• A memory dump is always active (in every telemetry format). 
• Memory dumps of the selected area are continuously repeated until a new 
dump type is commanded. 
• Start of memory dump area may change for each minor frame. 
~------- 130-Byte Mission Telemetry Data Area 
TOMS Instrument 
Science Data Area ~~I~ ___ Spacecraft Engineering Data Area ___ ~ 
(68 bytes nomina/) (62 bytes nomina/) 
• • 
Start of Memory 
Dump Area 
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TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Outline 
Key Requirements and Functional Overview 
~ Functional Operations Descriptions 
- Commanding Operations 
- Telemetry Operations 
>- Spacecraft Modes and Software Initialization 
Design Description 
Sizing and Timing Analyses 
Development Status 
Test Plan Overview 
DGS 7/27/92 
• II~ •• 
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TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Spacecraft Modes 
IINormal" Modes Contingency Modes 
Standby: Safe Hold: 
• (1) Standby • (11) B-Dot Hold 
Sun: • (12) Science Return 
• (2) Sun Acquisition Sun: 
• (3) Earth Search • (13) Sun Point Recovery 
• (4) Sun Reference Hold • (14) Long Term Hold 
Maneuver: 
• (5) Attitude Hold 
• (6) Attitude Maneuver 
• (7) Delta-V Burn 
Science: 
• (8) Normal 
• (9) Normal Backup #1 
• (10) Normal Backup #2 
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TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Spacecraft Mode Transition Control 
Commanded Mode Transitions: 
• Ground commands may cause a mode transition. 
Automatic Mode Transitions: 
• Automatic pre-defined sequences invoke a planned mode transition. 
Autonomous Mode Transitions: 
• Detected faults trigger an unplanned transition to a contingency mode. 
Software supports mode transitions with high-level software mode transition 
commands. Hardware reconfiguration must be commanded separately. 
TOMS-EP Flight Software - 23 
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TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Software Fault Monitoring Mechanisms 
Critical Parameters 
• Selectable from any software variables in the global data area (GOA). 
- Attitude rates 
- Wheel speeds 
- Battery state of charge 
- Battery temperature 
- etc. 
• Tested against upper and/or lower thresholds. 
• Different sets of parameters can be specified for different modes. 
• Different monitoring rates (every 256 msec or every 1.024 secs) can be 
selected for each parameter, for each mode. 
• Group 1 critical parameters trigger a transition to Safe Hold mode. 
• Group 2 critical parameters trigger a transition to Safe Power mode. 
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• • NASA-GSFC • ii~ir. TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Software Fault Monitoring Mechanisms, cont. 
Time Limits 
• Earth and sun acquisition attempt time-outs trigger a transition to Safe 
Power mode. 
EDAC Error 
• EDAC double-bit memory error triggers contingency mode transition. 
Battery Taper Charge Processing 
• Failure to reach taper charge upon eclipse entry triggers a transition to Safe 
Power mode. 
Data Processor Communications 
• Sustained absence of communications from DP triggers a transition to Safe 
Power mode. 
TOMS-EP Flight Software - 25 
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TOMS-EP Flight Software 
• 
Outline 
Key Requirements and Functional Overview 
Functional Operations Descriptions 
~ Design Description 
~ Task Overview and Execution Timeline 
- External Interfaces 
- Software Error Conditions and Indicators 
Sizing and Timing Analyses 
Development Status 
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TOMS-EP Flight Software 
Task Overview 
Modular tasks and function libraries perform all the on-board software processing. 
Task processing: 
• VRTX operating system handles all task scheduling and switching. 
• Task states: executing, ready, pending, or dormant. 
• Tasks run (one at a time) to completion unless interrupted by a higher priority 
task. 
• Communications between tasks is handled by VRTX message queues and 
event flags. 
Tasks may be invoked by: 
• Hardware interrupts (e.g. alarms, communications events, or timed 
processing interrupts). 
• Another task, via a n event flag. 
• A time-out of a timed operation. 







TOMS-EP Flight Software 






SPACEI.1lAFT I SP I 
PROCESSOR DATABASE I CSC. I (DB) . I L ______
r--- --:1 r--- ---,r--- ---, I COMMUNICATIONS I ATTITUDE I ELECTRICAL II COMMAND I DATA STORED & COMMAND CONTROL I POWER I DISPATCHER COMMAND EXECUTIVE I INTERFACE I I ACQUISITION (EXE) SUBSYSTEM DISTRIBUTION I (CDS) (DAQ) PROCESSOR I (CCI) I (ACS) I (EPD) II I (SCP) L ______ L ______ L ______
256 loiS 1.024 SEC 16.384 SEC (QTA) (ONE) (SleT) DAQ SCP EXE 
,..--, 
I I LIBRARY 1 __ -
• • 
r------, 
I DP I DATA 
I DATABASE I PROCESSOR 
I (DB) I esc. L ______
r---- --, 
SERIAL I I MASS MEMORY DOWNUNK INTERFACE UTilITIES COUMUNICATIONS I (Ull) I SUPERVISOR COMMUNICATION (MMSj SUPERVISOR (SIC) I I (DCS) L ______ 
SIC MMS DCS 
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SP Software Tasks 
Executive (EXE) [priority = 7] 
• Performs initialization and background memory checks. 
• Performs memory uploads from ground. 
256 Millisecond (OTR) - 256 milliseconds [priority = 1] 
• Executes required ACDS functions. 
• Receives and processes uplinked commands. 
• Dispatches commands to their appropriate destinations, and executes local 
software commands via the command dispatcher (CDS) library. 
• Performs high-rate fault monitoring. 
Data Acquisition (DAO) -1.024 seconds [priority = 2] 
• Acquires and formats spacecraft telemetry, and sends it via DMA to the DP. 
• Initiates autonomous mode transitions or DP redundancy management in 
response to detected anomalies. 
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SP Software Tasks, cont. 
1.024 Second (ONE) -1.024 seconds [priority = 3] 
• Executes required ACDS functions. 
• Performs EPDS battery charging and power control functions. 
• Performs low-rate fault monitoring and operation timing. 
16.384 Second (SXT) -16.384 seconds [priority = 6] 
• Executes required ACDS functions. 
Stored Command Processor (SCP). [priority = 4] 
• Manages stored commands and schedules ATCs, RTCSs for execution. 
Serial Interface Communications (SIC) [priority = 5] 
• Receives serial data communications from the DP. 
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Interrupts Used by SP Software 
1) DP Receive - triggered by serial data transmission from DP. Invokes SIC task. 
2) 256 msec Pulse - initiates OTR task. 
3) Uplink Command Ready - triggered by hardware receipt of ground command. 
4) 1.024 sec Pulse (Minor Frame Sync Pulse) - initiates ONE task and DAO task. 
5) EDAC Error - triggered by hardware-detected double-bit error. 
6) 64 msec Pulse - used by VRTX for internal clock. 
7) Timer 1-times the 30 msec bilevel command pulse width. 
8) GSE Receive - triggered by serial data transmission from the GSE test port. 
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OP Software Tasks 
Executive (EXE) [priority = 4] 
• Performs initialization and background memory checks. 
• Performs memory uploads from ground. 
Downlink Communications Supervisor (DCS) [priority = 1] 
• Controls telemetry playback and downlinking. 
Mass Memory Supervisor (MMS) [priority = 2] 
• Formats and stores telemetry minor frames. 
• Processes incoming commands to the DP. 
• Manages CODA operations. 
Serial Interface Communications (SIC) [priority = 3] 
• Sends serial data communications to the SP. 
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Interrupts Used by DP Software 
1) 1.024 sec Pulse (Minor Frame Sync Pulse) - initiates downlinking of the real-time 
telemetry frame. 
2) Link-Load - initiates downlinking of stored telemetry frames. 
3) SP DMA Done - indicates receipt of an SP DMA data transfer. 
4) SP Transmit - triggered by serial data transmission to SP. Invokes SIC task. 
5) 256 msec Pulse - initiates TOMS instrument telemetry collection on second 
interrupt in minor frame cycle. 
6) EDAC Error - triggered by hardware-detected double-bit error. 
7) 64 msec Pulse - used by VRTX for internal clock. 
8) GSE Receive - triggered by serial data transmission from the GSE test port. 
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Outline 
Key Requirements and Functional Overview 
Functional Operations Descriptions 
~ Design Description 
- Task Overview and Execution limeline 
~ External Interfaces 
- Software Error Conditions and Indicators 
Sizing and Timing Analyses 
Development Status 
Test Plan Overview 
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Spacecraft Processor to Bus Subsystem Interfaces 
INPUTS 
Uplink Commands __ _ 
Link Bilevel Telemetry __ _ 
Analog Telemetry ---
Current lime __ ~ 
ACDS Bilevel Telemetry __ _ 
ADE Telemetry --_ 
Gyro Counters ---
Gyro Status ----f.i; 
EPDS Bilevel Telemetry -----Ht~ 
EPDS Software Serial Telemetry -----Ht~ 







---t~ Bilevel Commands 
--4. WDT Reset 
--4. Telemetry Request 
--4. lime Loads 
--4. VDE Commands 
--4. Gyro Select Commands 
1;i;%H----4III~ MOE Wheel Commands 
--4. EPDS Software Serial Commands 
~----41. TOMS Commands 
l~---t~ Trace/Debug Output 
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Data Processor to Bus Subsystem Interfaces 
INPUTS 
TOMS Serial Telemetry __ 
'(DMA) 
OUTPUTS 
~-~ TOMS Telemetry Initiation 
!~-~ Trace/Debug Output 
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Spacecraft Engineering Telemetry, 
Commands, CODA Updates (DMA) 
DP State-of-Health and CODA Data 
(Serial: USART) 
Downlink Telemetry Frames 
(DMA) 
• 
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Outline 
Key Requirements and Functional Overview 
Functional Operations Descriptions 
~ Design Description 
- Task Overview and Execution Timeline 
- External Interfaces 
~ Software Error Conditions and Indicators 
Sizing and Timing Analyses 
Development Status 
Test Plan Overview 
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Software Error Words 
The SP and DP compile a software error word (SEW) to provide notification of 
processing errors. Each bit is a flag for an error, or class of errors. 
SP Software Error Word: 
• General SP Software Error 
• SP EEPROM CRC Check Error 
• Uplink Command Validation Error 
• SP/DP Communications Error 
• General DP Software Error 
• DP EEPROM CRC Check Error DP Software Error Word 
• DP RAM EDAC Error 
• Telemetry Playback Error 
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Software Error Tables 
SP and DP maintain software error tables (SETs) containing error information: 
• Error code identifying exact nature of the error. 
• On-board time at which the error occurred. 
• Detailed error information for diagnosis and recovery. 
General types of processing errors detected and noted by software: 
• I/O read errors. 
• CIB operations errors. 
• Command validation or processing errors. 
• Telemetry frame formatting errors. 
• DP to SP communications errors. 
• CODA operations or read errors. 
• SP to DP DMA data transfer errors. 
• Telemetry storage or playback errors. 
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• 
Outline 
Key Requirements and Functional Overview 
Functional Operations Descriptions 
Design Description 
> Sizing and Timing Analyses 
~ Sizing Analysis 
- liming Analysis 
Development Status 
Test Plan Overview . 
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SP Memory Usage Analysis 
Task/Library CODE DATA EEPROM Used EDAC RAM Used 
(K Bytes) (K Bytes) (KB) (KB) 
ACS 54.7 10.9 54.7 65.6 
CCI 18.3 18.3 18.3 36.6 
CDS 22.7 2.3 22.7 25.0 
DAO 12.8 12.8 12.8 25.6 
EPDS 22.5 2.2 22.5 24.7 
EXE 12.7 1.3 12.7 14.0 
ONE 7.1 0.7 7.1 7.8 
PACLIB 4.0 0.0 4.0 4.0 
OTR 2.1 0.2 2.1 2.3 
SCP 12.7 15.3 12.7 28.0 
SXT 1.8 0.2 1.8 2.0 
UTL 42.4 4.2 42.4 46.6 
VRTX 8.0 32.0 8.0 40.0 
SIC 3.4 0.7 3.4 4.1 
Totals 225.2 101.1 225.2 326.3 
Resources 512.0 512.0 
% Used 44% 64% 
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OP Memory Usage Analysis 
Task/Library CODE DATA EEPROM Used EDAC RAM Used 
(K Bytes) (K Bytes) (KB) (KB) 
DCS 8.3 1.7 8.3 10.0 
EXE 12.7 1.3 12.7 14.0 
MMS 22.6 11.3 22.6 33.9 
UTL 42.4 4.2 42.4 46.6 
VRTX 8.0 16.0 8.0 24.0 
SIC 3.4 0.7 3.4 4.1 
Totals 97.4 35.2 97.4 132.6 
Resources 256.0 256.0 
% Used 38.0% 51.8% 
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TDMS-EP Flight Software 
Outline 
Key Requirements and Functional Overview 
Functional Operations Descriptions 
Design Description 
~ Sizing and Timing Analyses 
- Sizing Analysis 
~ liming Analysis 
Development Status 
Test Plan Overview 
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SP Timing Analysis Assumptions 
The timing thread is based upon normal on-board operations with active telemetry and 
commanding operations: 
• 
• Ground transmits 43 real-time commands within 1.024 seconds. 
- 8 ATC management commands 
- 27 serial commands 
- 8 RTCS management commands 
• One stored command is executed from the schedule per second. 
• SP telemetry is collected once every 1.024 seconds: 12 hardware parameters 
(3 analog, 5 serial, 4 bilevel) and 40 software parameters are read. 
• The DP SOH data is received and examined once every 1.024 seconds. 
• The ACDS and EPDS processing execute at their scheduled times (dependent 
upon current spacecraft mode). 
• 20 critical parameters are checked every 256 msecs, and 20 every 1.024 
seconds (total of 100 checks). 
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--~ ... 
I I. IF., 
SP Timing Analysis 
Total 0/0 of 
Mode Submode Time Total 
(Ilsec) Utilization 
Standby 207,570 15.3% 
Sun Sun Acquisition 566,252 50.3% 
Earth Search 679,144 61.3% 
Sun-Reference Hold 533,902 47.1% 
Maneuver Attitude Hold 737,289 67.0% 
Attitude Maneuver 568,609 50.5"0 
Delta-V Burn 568,587 50.5"0 
Science Normal 673,087 60.7"0 
Normal Backup #1 623,088 55.8"0 
Normal Backup #2 623,088 55.8"0 
Safe Hold B-Dot Hold ? (approx 27"0) 
Science Return ? 7 
Safe Power Sun Point Recovery 451,538 39.1"0 
Long Term Hold 440,900 38.1"0 
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OP Timing Analysis Assumptions 
The DP works in concert with the SP: 
• The SP telemetry is received once every 1.024 seconds. 
• The DP SOH is sent to the SP once every 1.024 seconds. 
• The TOMS instrument telemetry is collected once every 1.024 seconds. 
• 
• The telemetry downlink mode can be: 
- 1 real-time frame per 1.024 seconds, or 
- 1 real-time and 44 recorded frames per 1.024 seconds, or 
- 1 real-time and 179 recorded frames per 1.024 seconds. 
• 
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DP Timing Analysis 
Execution Time for Selected Downlink Mode 
Function/Task Real-Time Only Low-Rate Playback High-Rate Playback 
(Jlsec) (Jlsec) (Jlsec) 
DCS Task 2,330 140,442 320,036 
MMS Task 22,702 22,702 22,702 
SIC Task 1,736 1,736 1,736 
ISR - SP TX Empty 726 726 726 
ISR - 1.024 Sec 1,298 1,298 1,298 
ISR - Link-Load 0 92,370 115,842 
ISR - SP DMA Complete 919 919 919 
ISR - 256 msec 3,677 3,677 3,677 
ISR - 64 msec 8,531 8,531 8,531 
TOTAL 41,919 272,401 475,467 
% of Total Utilization 4.1% 26.6% 46.4% 
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Outline 
Key Requirements and Functional Overview 
Functional Operations Descriptions 
Design Description 
Sizing and Timing Analyses 
~ Development Status 
Test Plan Overview 
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Sizing, Coding and Testing Status 
esc Task/Library Number SLOCS SLOCS SLOCS SLOCS % % % 
of Originally Currently Defined Currently Defined Coded Tested 
Functions Forecasted Expected (able to Coded 
code) 
ACS ACS Library 23 750 1630 1630 1611 100% 99% 0% 
EPDS Library 16 0 657 0 0 0% 0% 0% 
ONE Task 4 250 206 161 108 78% 52% 0% 
OTR Task 2 100 88 88 75 100% 85% 0% 
SXTTask 2 50 61 61 55 100% 90% 0% 
CCI CCI Library 14 200 578 578 578 100% 100% 0% 
CPS CDS Library 27 1350 621 621 255 100% 41% 0% 
SCP Task 9 450 367 367 112 100% 31% 0% 
DB Database 0 0 3219 2897 2795 90% 87% 
DCS DCS Task 12 100 243 243 243 100% 100% 0% 
EXE EXE Task 8 775 350 350 270 100% 77% 0% 
MMS MMS Task 0 800 704 704 704 100% 100% 4% 
DAQ DAO Task 11 450 435 435 412 100% 95% 0% 
SIC SIC Task 1 1400 100 100 0 100% 0% 0% 
UTL UTL Library 37 1600 1242 1217 952 98% 77% 14% 
TOTAL 166 8275 10501 9452 8170 90% 78% 30/0 
Note: 3219 lines of database structure were not counted in the bookkeeping method used in the original 
forecast. With the database code, the original forecast would be 11,494 SLOeS. 
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Coding and Functional Testing Status 
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Outline 
Key Requirements and Functional Overview 
Functional Operations Descriptions 
Design Description 
Sizing and Timing Analyses 
Development Status 
~ Test Plan Overview 
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TFS Test Responsibility Assignments 
Test 
Software Test Test Planning Documentation and Performancel Responsibility Test Status Supervision 
Responsibility 
TFS Functional Test TRW/CSEO Test Plans Completed, TRW/CSEO Testing has Begun 
TFS Phase A TRW/CSEO Test Plans & Procedures TRW/CSEO Verification Test Completed 
ACDS Software ACDS, 
Verification Test ACDS Test Plans Completed ETB Test Conductors 
EPDS Software Documentation Not EPDS, EPDS ETB Test Verification Test Completed Conductors 
TFS Phase B Test Plans & Procedures TRW/CSEO, 
Verification Test TRW/CSEO Completed ETB Test Conductors 
System Level I&T Test Plans Completed I&T Verification Test 
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Flight Software Testing and Verification Sequence 
Development 






TFS put under CSEO CM 
Code Function-Level Test 













t--Ir--I Phase A 
8 • on SOT, EM 
Software Deliveries to ETB -
fr=HIWSIW Test Bed n C&DH 1/0 ETB TOMS-EP 
Integration Function Test Integration - limited Fixed- - Limited Fixed- -Base Test Base Test 
, TFS put under 
TOMS-EPCM 
EPDS Software ACDS Software TFS Verification Verification Activities 
onETB 
'- Verification Test I- Verification Test K TfS Sell·Oft ~ - -Phase B -
8~ 8~ S.J 
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TFS Requirements Organization and Verification 
• 
Software Requirements Specification 
"Will" Requirements 
Shaded areas contain requirements 







Logic and Equations 
AppendixB: 
provides EPDS Processing 
details· Logic and Equations 
references 
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Testing and Verification of "Will" Requirements 
Collectively verified 
during Phase A or 
Phase B testing 
If the procedure for verifying the "shall" 
requirement also demonstrably tests 
the "will" requirement, then it is an 
ADOPTED "will" requirement, 
and it will be tested by the developer in' 
accordance with function test log (FTL) 




If the procedure for testing the "shall" 
requirement does not demonstrably test 
the "will" requirement, then it is an 
ORPHANED "will" requirement, 
and it will be tested by the developer 
with QA witness and SDM monitor* 
during function-level test. 
* Monitor may control or stop the testing if desired. 























































CDR Acronym List 
Assembly and Test 
Air Conditioning (Launch VEhicle) 
Attitude Control & Determination Subsystem 
Acquisition 
Analog-to-Digital 
Attitude Determination Electonics 
Ampere Hour 
Acquisition of Signal 
Accident Risk Assessment Report 
Array Req. Electronics 
Array Regulator Modules 
Aluminum Substrate Assembly 
American Society for Testing and Materials 
Absolute Timed Commands 
Absolute Time Sequence 
Battery Charge Control Algorithm 
Back Surface Field 
Back Surface Reflector 
Check Out 
Calibration 
Contamination Analysis Program 
Configuration Change Board 
Critical Design Audit 
Control Electronics Assembly 
Captive Flight Release 
Center of Gravity 
Command Input Buffer 
Center of Mass 
Configuration Management Manual 
Command Management System 
Converter 
Comprehensive Performance Test 
Central Processing Unit 
Command Storage Area 
Colorado Springs Engineering Operations 
Coarse Sun Sensor Assembly 
Compatibility Test Van 
Collected Volatile Condensible Material 
Downlink 
Deployment Device Load Simulator 
Diode Isolation Unit 
Direct Memory ACcess 
Data Processor 
Destructive Physical Analysis 
Defense Plant Representative Office 
Deep Space Network 
Dual Thruster Module 
Electro:.Explosive Device 
Electro-Explosive Device Controller 





















































Electrical Ground SUpp()'rt!19qu~pment 
Engineering Model 
" ~::, -:' ,.,,~ . 
"if'. 
Electromagnetic CompatibiliW, .;'c""", 
Electromagnetic Interferer'lc~';· f, 
Electromagnetic Interference SafeftMargins' '," , 
Equipment mL.r",.l "," 
Established Reliabilit~ ; "'~~ ::.:.: .' " 
ElectrosstaticDiSdt!fargEf,vOlrJqA :, 
Eagle Test Bed £,::;\,;c". " ",\, - ,"1 
Environmental rn'.::r~~':.: .,( ',:.;, 
Flexible Data Mux ndtf:::wqlC~) 8(;;' " 
Failure Mode Effect anmd Criticality Analysis 
Field of View 
Field Programmable Gate A'fray ;L. " 
Fail-SAfe Algorithm ',,' ' 
'y ~:::, . 
FfN&~Sur:'l;$e'nS6rAsSah1bly<-'(:"::;'" ,'-,- ,~~, 
Govsrnm:ent.,Fornishedd~quipm.ent" \ 
Government Furnished Property , , 
Gaseous NitrogfjrlidllllO:\:; '3:)[' . . 
Gyro Reference AssemblyJi~~ r~'. ' ... ," ,;,' 
Ground Support e:~(Jjpment:"\:'" '. 
Ground-Space Tracking and DataNetwork 
Hard Line 
Hardware 'If'Hsrn>c' 
Base 16 (Hexadecimal) . 
Hardware Quality Assurance "Manual 
I t rf<!>'" ~"'f\oo<W"J' "'C?p'o"-;:' n e CM.>e -\i;lU1t1.1 O.Q (,. '-' "' .' ,,'~ '. ' 
interface 1':;,I<;,.J i');;' 
Interface Control Document 
Intercontract Material Transfer· 
In-Flight Jumper 
Instrument Ground Support Equipment 
Instrument Interface Simulator 
Instrument Review noitoeq.'· 
Interrupt Vector Table 
Kilo Bits Per Second 
Key Parameter Databa5eFl rr.:-. 
Luna Defense Systems Inc. 
Line of Sight '/j(V'~(:', • 
Launch Project Office 
Launch Vehicle 't·>' 
Launch Vehicle Assembly'13'(jt1~g::·r .,. 
Launch Vehicle Interface V:L/" .:F-
Materials and Processes G'!: ";:' 1 
Motor Drive Electronics 
Mechanical Ground Support Equipment 
/)c·' 
Multilayer Insulation or Machins Language Instruction 
Mass Memory Supervisor .. J • 
Material Review Board 
Magnetic Torquer Assembly ,'f, 
• 
: ,",;\. 





























































Mat~rial Usag;,~A9~~m.eflbqq'J~ bnUOh) !B~); lt~5!~ 
Multiplexer ie;::uf 1 ~l;'i(=cm!qii-:' 
NASA CommunicationiiioSBo:JO,] ~\!j:-jnOBmmn9~:::i 
Nondestructive Inspecti~m9,:;}'netnl ::lirs!1DBmn1!~)9;3 
NASA ttandp,QQik'~}sa 9~),1e'{9hem: o;t:,nQl2ino'~oe\S 
Nickel Cadium ' rramC;lu;.3 
No Operation vti!id.s:,'j''7 bsr!alldstB':J 
Nonstandard Parts Approv~~6.t ;.;ir£,j';:~m1;)elJ 
Non-Volatile Residue' bea Ho1 e,lQB3 
Orbital Adjust Subsystem j::jldmm/llvp;5 
Orbital 'Sciences Corporation xuM :;:130 e!d,';(sF' 
Perkin Elmerr"A vtiisoijil:J bmr.s 1Jf,,+fS 80,")'A 8~ulis~ 
Play BAck V/8i'/ TO blel i 
Performance Assurqn~·. ~t.sf) !::llc.2 IT1ms'igmQ blHi-:' 
Payload Attach Fittirig m1t; .~! \ '::~~.2-:iB4 
Performance Assurance ,q;ndFJ~~atiantPlam=, 
Project Approveq!M~1§fi9:1$j arn:J-i P,roQe$$8~hv(.~) 
Program Approved paftS:.,lfstY-1\2ir;~lJ'~ 11;pmrn9vc~: 
Performance Assurance Requirem,otlti!l1 SiJ09Z.s::J 
Physical Configuration Aupttrn9z8,~ e!::, lS·leT<.,A elY,::' 
Power and Control/Moni~~rl~~t~t- Jqql.i 2 ')rHJ~ld 
Power Control Unit,:,() t~n!) Qf1;A::'s,,:T a:Js("~~ji1U01~) 
Preliminary Design Audit 9~IU blEH 
Programmable Data Formatter s·'awbl .. ;H 
Powered Flight nBmi~9b5Xi;!H) (1 r se.~E , , 
Parts IdentificatiQJ1';J;..~t 9::h L31U2Z.t\ '(tiiEUO g"swtnsd 
Parts, Materials, and Processes C~~atfithSfi1( 
Payload Operation Control Center e:JET1EW-; I 
Preferred Parts List ·'f,~:.!mL'Jo\:·' 1('11108 9-:13119tnl 
Peak Power Tracking j~.,tUlJ31T ISl1eJsM JOE1~""":x::n:~t!"'! 
Primary ,e.~lrmA, Jdgil-; -iii 
Printed Wire Board;,' T100C..ju8 bnum8 meml/"'!2id 
Quality Assurance ~CiBiurr:;;: 6Jst'Bir:1 tfief' '~,'I;ZI1I 
Quality Conformance Inspection weiveFl 70S(;"_'11;.',("'; 
Quality. Directive eidsT ,;:;msV i':'U1":8tr ~ 
Qualified Parts List bno::JBP ig C; ~T18 <)iD'I 
Quality Project RequiremeQtsdstsG 18tei';"s~: 1'(p Ii 
Receive/Transmit .Oil! 8fTI9r2 1(2 82f"'H8C :muJ 
Random Access Memory:'~Qi2 k enU 
Redundant s:.: IrrO t::-':~i::)'l9 fi~,":UB., 
Radio Frequency ;,;cirl.=- V rj,)(,UB"': 
Radio FrequencY;JT~~ttldm'aa2A:" : lE / ri::"f1W,L: 
Remote Interface -Unit '9:)raf"l(-' ':']( "irkl'! do'1US,,: 
Revolutions Per Minute 28 ']:.' )1' B 2!£!1sJ!:dl; 
Root Sum Squared ::;,;,<1(," e'/~lG !oJOivi 
Real Time:~:n-;'1iup3 t1OCQ! '2 c' lr;oir.slioerA 
\ Relative Tim~}.Gpmrt!ancL:f,i, I ·'F'l(·,:);:.id! 
Relative Timed Command S~quence £ hI: :', -:: . 
Reaction Wheel Assembly , " ~,;,,,: 'Si'F:", \,1 
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CDR Acronym List (Continued) 
Solar Array 
Solar Array Regulator 
Spacecraft 
Spacecraft Address 
SmaU Expendable Launch Vehicle 
Specification Electro-Magnetic Compatibility Anaiysis Program 
Single Event Upset 
Spacecraft Interface Simulator 
State-of-Health 
Spacecraft Processor 
Software Quality Assurance Manual 
SOftware Requirements Specification 
System Test Controlter 
Structural Test Model 
Software 






To be determined 
To be Reviewed 
Thrust Chamber Assembly 
Telemetry and Command Test Set 
Temperature Compensated Voltage Limit 
Torquer Drive Electronics 
TOMS Flight Software 
Telemetry 
Total Mass Los 
Computer Program 
Up Link 
Universat Synchronous Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter 
Universal Test Bed 
Universal Time, Coordinated 
UnderVoHage/OverVottage 
Vehicle Assembly Building 
Mini~computer 
Volatite Condensible Matefial 
Volt Direct Current 
Valve Drive Electronics 
Valve Drive Efectron~cs Astemb." 
Volts Peak to Peak 
Watch Dog Timer 
Transmitter 
Transponder. 
• 
• 
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